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PREFACE

This report was prepared by Mr. Frederick K. Ake, F-4

System Program Office, Aeronautical Systems Division (AFSC),

Wright Patterson AF Base, Ohio, under Project 327C.

The report is intended to give the accident investigator

means of estimating J79 engine operating conditions before

and at the time of an accident, and to aid in determining

if an accident was caused wholly or in part by failure or

malfunction of the J79 engine.

The author wishes to acknowledge the help provided by

the General Electriqc,)pmpany in the preparation of this

report.



SUMMARY

The following documents are appropriate as guides for

an accident investigation: Air Force Manuals 127-1 and 127-2,

and Air Force Regulation 127-4. An accident investigator

should be familiar with the contents of these documents, which

cover the procedures to be followed and the duties and responsi-

bilities of the team members.

This report details a large number of technical terms, sowe

of which are finitely measurable, others observational. The

following essentials should always be considered. (It would

be advantageous to memorize them.)

ESSENTIALS OF GOOD INVESTIGATION

Promptness

The inv-.atigator should get to the scene oF an accident

as sotn as possible, before the evidence is disturbed, and

should prevent unnecessary handling or moving of the wreckage.

Thoroughness

The investigator should:

Examine all evidence in minute detail.

Take nothing for granted.

Never Jump to conclusions.

Investigate all possibillties although the probable

cause may be known. Never be dismayed if the cause

is not readily apparent, but collect every scrap of

information. These scraps can frequently, like the
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pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, be put together to

produce a revealing picture.

Follow every clue to the limits of usefulness.

Preserve wreckage or evidence until the investigation

is satisfactorily completed.

Make a photographic record of all evidence which

might be removed, effaced, lost, or destroyed.

Consider nothing which will help prevent a similar

accident too much trouble to investigate.

Sys tern

The investigator should:

Conduct a planned investigation which makes the best

possible use of the personnel and facilities available.

Lay out logical courses of procedure.

Follow each course in a systematic manner.

Avoid hasty conclusions which tend to curtail the

investigation.

Accuracy

The investigator should remember that:

Guesses, rumors, or half truths have no place in an

accident record.

Statements and theories must be verified by facts.

NOTE: This report was basically prepared for use with U.S. Air

Force engines. Tt can also be used for U.S. Navy engines by

applying the information given for the J79--15 engine for the

Navy's J79-8 and the J79-17 engine for the Navy's J79-10. For

the purpoqe of accident investigation, there are two differences

iv



between the Air Force and the Navy's engine models. The Air

Force engines have the compressor vane position indicator on

the 6th stage variable vanes whereas the Navy's vane position

indicator is on the 4th stage. (There is a slight difference

in indications between the Air Force and the Navy models. For

the differences refer to the maintenance manuals ) The Air

"Vrce model use a torque booster for throttle shaft actuation

whereas the Navy's models use a power level control. Therefore,

for the Navy's use of this report, those portions dealing with

the torque booster should be ignored. Keeping the above factors

in mind, the Navy can use this report as described above.
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SYCTION I

INTRODUCTION

As the proplsion member of an accident 1-oard, you will

probably be aqked questions such as: "Did a fire develop in flight

or after impact? What was the source of the combustible material

and what was the Ignition source? Were the engines operating at

time of impact? How much thrust was being produced?" These

questions may appear to be Insurmountable. However, by following

the procedures and techniques outlined in this report, these and

other questions pertinent to the accident can be answered with a

high degree of accuracy. Therefore, If you are assigned to an

accident Investigation board and, upon arriving on the accident

scene, you find only twisted and burned parts that once were an

F-4 airplane, don't despair; many clues remain in the debris that

can be used to determine _ operation of the engines at time of

impact. You must 1,now how to interpret your findings and determine

which findings are most reliable.

It is not the intent of this report to make an expert accident

investigator of you, but rather to assist you in establishing

whether the propulsion system contributed to the accident so the

Accident Board President can determine the most probable cause.

Expertise in ony field Is a result of doing the same thing

over and over again In essentially the same manner. Since each

aircraft accident is different from any other, and the accident

that you have b1wen v-zignged Is your first or perhaps the only

one during wour caroorr, yoen cannot be expected to be an cxpert.

Slight !hanpc; in the cr ('r,wt,';.tances surrounding the accident
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can greatly influence the evidence to be considered. All

of the rairifications influencing an accident could not possibly

be covered in a document such as this. Therefore, after follow-

ing the proceduxes outlined in this document, careful analysis

and common sense must still be applied in order to establish

the "most probable cause".

Attempting to establish the RPM of an engine at time of

inpact by observing the condition of the compressor rotor or

turbine are highly inaccurate methods and should not be used.

There may be as much damage resulting from low RPM and high

impact damage as there is from high RPM and low impact damage.

More accurate methods of determining RPM consist of analysis

of components that move as a function of RPM and would be ex-

pected to retain their position at time of impact or leave im-

pact marks. Components that have these characteristics are the

main fuel control 3D cam, variable stator actuators, variable

stator feed back cable, variable exhaust nozzle actuators,

variable exhaust nozzle feed back cable and nozzle area con-

trol. Section V of this report explains how the above mentioned

components can be used to determine RPM. This section also covers

related parameters such as the throttle angle and compressor air

inlet temperature.

Variable exhaust nozzle area can occasionally be measured

after an accident. However, the exhaust nozzle parts have a

tendency to move due to impact forces. Therefore, a better

method of determining the nozzle area is through examination

of the nozzle actuators internally and externally, nozzle feed

-2-



back system, nozzle area control and selected parts of the

nozzle. In each case it is better to consider the impact marks

on a part to determine its probable position at time of impact

rather than its position after the accident. It is the intent

of the section on variable exhaust nozzle area (Section VII) to

explain the correct methods for the area determination.

Section III is devoted to determining the fuel flow going

into the engine at time of impact. Knowing the above parameters,

RPM, VEN, WF and CIT, the thrust produced at time of impact can

be determined. Interior and exterior air flow characteristics

that might influence an inflight fire are covered in Section IX.

Fires within the engine bay, their origin and influence are

covered in Section X.

As stated previously, it is not the intent of this report to

make you an expert in aircraft accident investigations but it

should be of assistance in conducting a systematic investigation.

Throughout this report generalized terms such as "normally"

"generally", etc. are used. These terms are necessary because

no two accidents are alike. What may apply to one accident may

not apply to another. It is extremely important, therefore, to

establish and evaluate all factors prior to drawing any conclusions.

It is suggested that the investigator read this report in

its entirety before proceeding with an investigation in order to

understand the various means of determining the important parameters.

In most cases, evidence which leads to a conclusion can be substan-

tiated from several systems or components.

-3-



Particular emphasis should be placed on the preliminary

investigation at the crash site since valuable evidence may

be lost when the wreckage is disturbed or removed.

Appendices A, B, and C contain checklists designed to

assist the investigator in making a systematic and complete

investigation. Reproduced copies of the checklists should be

used.

-4--



1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the accident investigator when examining

the aircraft engines after an accident are:

a. To determine if the engines were operating normally

at the time of the accident.

b. lo determine engines' operating condition, i.e.,

engines RPM and thrust at the time of or immediately prior to

the accident.

c. To determine the cause of any indicated malfunction

so that actions can be taken to prevent recurrence of an accident.

2. FACTORS ?9 BE CONSIDERED:

There are factors that must be considered and that ofter,

provide clues to possible cause or causes for an accident. These

clues often provide the investigator with information on which

areas of the engine should be most thoroughly investigated.

If a pilot has indicated he has encountered trouble, his

radio transmissions will be recorded on tape. These should be

reviewed for possible clues as to the type of emergency the

pilot encountered prior to the accident.

Weather is often a factot in au accident. The weather office

should be contacted to determine the meterological conditions at

the time of the accident. Particular attention should be made

to the temperature, dew point, wind velocities, freezing levels,

visibility, and turbulence. If iLing is believed a factor, other

pilots flying in the same vicinity should be interviewed to

determine if they experienced icing problems.

Maintenance records should be reviewed. If the engine has

a history of a particular problem, this area of the engine should

-5--



receive particular emphasis. Recently overhauled engines

or engines that have just completed a periodic inspection,

have a high infant mortality rate. This should be considered.

Othe- recently completed maintenance actions should be recorded

as possible clues to the accident.

Ground witnesses to the accident may be of some help in

determining how an accident happened. However, the witness'

relative position to the accident, technical training, and

general education must be taken into consideration when evalu-

ating ground witness' reports.

The pilot should be interviewed, if possible. His verbal

description of the events preceding the accident should be

carefully evaluated. Questions should be asked of the

pilot tactfully in order to assure him that it is the

investigator's duty to determine the cause or causes of the

accident and not to convict him of pilot error.

In the event the engine or its components were not damaged

during the accident, the engine or its components should still

be inspected and/or tested in accordance with applicable T.O.'s.

If components are serviceable they can be substituted on other

operational engines in a test cell to substantiate that they

are capable of operating satisfactorily.

Aircraft accidents are often accompanied by fire. It is

extremely important to determine if the fire occurred in flight

ane is related to the cause of the accident or if the fire

occurred after impact and is, therefore, less significant. This

may be determined by examination of the fire damage pattern

-6-



caused by flames, smoke, or explosion.

In-flight engine bay fires may be recognizable from the

patterns of soot and metal deposits. Engine bay cooling air

or the aircreft slipstream may cause these deposits to streak

horizontally along the fuselage. Molten metal spray may be

deposited on aft components such as the afterburner casing, vari-

able exhaust nossle housing, and/or related airframe parts.

(See Figure 1.)

Fires resulting from impact may be recognizable from verti-

cal patterns of soot and metal deposits. Molten metal will tend

to puddle, and fusion from contact with molten metal is not

likely to occur.

-7-



Figure 1 Vieow Showing Detpos its offl used Yvt~il on Pigtall
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SECTION II

INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES

1. PRELIMINARY BRILFING

The President of the accident investigation board normally

assembles the board members prior to visiting the crash site

for dissemination of information available at that time. Ap-

pendix A is a check list of information to be obtained, if

available, at the preliminary briefing.

It should be kept in mind that each member of the accident

investigation board is responsible to the president of the board

for his conduct.

No statements concerning the accident should be made to

anyone except the board president and other board members who

have the proper security clearance and "need to know."

Unauthorized or irresponsible statements may prove embarrassing

to the board president and the Air Force in general.

Each member of the team has the responsibility to report

facts and conclusions accurately without prejudice and free of

outside influence.

2. PRELIMINARY INSPECTIONS (AT THE CRASH SITE)

Detailed inspection of the engines and aircraft involved in

accidents is done somewhere away from the accident site. This

makes it imperative that the investigator inspect the engines

and the aircraft thoroughly before they are moved and note any

items that may be of significance. Appendix B is a check list

for the crash site investigation. The investigation should not

be limited to those items listed. Every accident should be

-9-



investigated as an individual occurrence.

In addition to a visual inspection, as many photographs as

practical should be taken of both the exterior and interior

(cockpit and engine bay) of the aircraft. Later examination

of these pictures may show significant items that were missed

on the first visual examination. A recommended minimum list

of photographs to be taken at the crash site is as follows:

a. Engine inlet duct

b. Engine inlet

c. Engine exhaust

d. Fire damage

e. Improperly connected or assembled components such

linkages, tubes, wires, and cables

f. Engine instruments and switch positions

NOTE: Make certain the photographs taken will cover the items

intended. For critical items an overall photograph should be

taken and a close up to illustrate details with identification

of the item including nomenclature and serial number if appropriate.

As much information as possible should be obtained regarding

the way in which the aircraft contacted the ground, i.e., direction,

attitude, impact angle, estimated speed, and sink rate, since

these factors may have considerable bearing on the type of damage

incurred by the 'igines. Evaluation of this damage, together with

the way in wbich it occurred, is often the only way that engine

thrust immediately prior to the accident can be estimated with any

degree of accuracy. Ground witnesses may be of help in determining

the above. Items to be considered to determine angle of impact ire:

-10-



a. Contact with other objects such as trees or build-

ings prior to final impact

b. Type of terrain

A detailed examination of the wreckage should be made to

obtain evidence on the origin of fire, the damage patterns due

to fire, explosion, or impact, and the material failures or

system malfunctions that could have contributed to the accidtnt.

At the same time, the investigator must search for clues which

may reveal pilot error, sabotage, or weather disturbances as

direct causes. The following items are typical of the evidence

which the accident Investigator must look for.

a. Fuels or combustibles consumed .nd soot formation.

b. Fuel tank damage and amount of fuel spilled.

c. Ruptured lines or iooqe fittings in fuel, hydraulic

fluid, and lubricating systems.

d. Ruptured lines or loose fittings in oxygen supply

systems.

e. Intensity and spread of fire as indicated by

discoloration, fusion, or consumption (combustion) of aircraft

structural materials.

f. intensity and spread of fire in aircraft cock-it.

g. Electrical overloads or faults in wiring, relays,

starters, generators, accessory motors, navigational equipment,

and other electrical equipment where failure can provide a source

of ignition; these faults may be revealed by a study of any

localized breakdown of insulation, "weld-like" fusions and

erosions of metals produced by arcings, and other signs of
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shorted or overloaded circuits.

h. Failures of engine power plants, pumps and powered

accessories as indicated by broken turbine blades, damaged bear-

ings, eroded gaskets or seals, or any evidence of seizure.

i. Abnormal functioning of after-burner as evidenced

by burn-through of fuselage or other severe fire damage in this

area.

J. Fuel explosion occurrence as indicated by some

fragmentation and wide dispersal of aircraft components.

k. Ordnance fires and explosions as indicated by in-

tense heating, fragmentation, and damage to surroundings, e.g.

ground craters.

1. Positions of flight control systems.

m. Location and physical condition of victims.

Fuel tires should be checked for fuel content and fuel and

lube samples must be taken as soon as possible, even though the

taking of samples may not seem necessary. If samples are not

taken at the accident site it may be impossible to obtain them

later due to broken lines or damaged engine parts that can allow

leakage, and fuel will eventually evaporate out of fuel lines.

The presence or absence of fuel in the engine system can be of

major significance to an investigation.

NOTE: Up to one gallon of fuel should be extracted from between

the pump and fuel control. Lubrication oil (one quart if possible)

should be extracted from the engine's luoe tank.

3. ENGINE TEARPIXWN AND INSPECTION

After the engines are removed from the aircraft, photographs
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should be taken of the engines in order to record impact damage

or other items of significance. If the engines are suspected

as a cause of the accident, a complete and thorough inspection

should be conducted. In other cases the investigation should

be conducted to the extent determined by the board.

Examination of the vaiuds engine components will normally

provide considerable information on engine operating conditions

immediately prior to or during an accident, but only if full

consideration is given to the type of impact that was sustained

by the engine during an accident. It should be clearly under-

stood that items, such as severe rubs, that might be of major

significance if an engine sustained only minor impact damage,

could be of minor or no significance if an engine impacted severely

A completely different pattern of damage due to debris in-

gestion can result due to difference in engine deceleration and

the manner in ivhich material is ingested into an engine.

Prior to disassembly of the engine, the rigging should be

completely checked. Linkage, linkage pins, cotter pins, lock

wire, tubing, and hose should be examined. ladications of fire

should be examined.

Engine teareown will proceed per standara T.O. procedure,

except when engine damage makes normal teardown impossible.

Teardown should be done in steps with close inspections made

of engine conditions before and after each step and notes made

of all findings. Photographs should be taken as often as

practical to further document engine conditions. Appendix C
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lists items to be checked during disassembly of the engines in

the engine shop.

There will be many cases where hacksaws, hammers, chisels

and even cutting torches must be used to disassemble damaged

parts. These must be used with care to avoid destroying what

may be significant evidence. The cutting of control cables

and electrical harnesses can make it impossible to check out

a component that could have contributed to a malfunction, and

could, in extreme cases, lead to the formation of erroneous

conclusions regarding an accident. Therefore, a functional check

of systems should be made, if possible, prior to any cutting

operation.
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SECTION III

FUEL FLOW DETERMINATION

Determination of the fuel flow rate at time of impact can

be accomplished by examining the fuel flow transmitter.

The vane of the damping mechanism assembly (Item 77, Figure 2)

is under spring tension and rests against the tongue in the zero

flow position. As flow rate increases, the vane rotates. The

vane angle is a function of the fuel flow rate (Figure 3). The

vane angle is measured on the damping mechanism assembly between

the tongue on the zero flow side and the vane.

To determine fuel flow rate at tiL'e of impact, remove the

bottom cover (Item 66, Figure 2) of the fuel flow transmitter.

The vane may be stuck in the position it was in at time of impact.

If so, measure the vane angle and from Figure 3 determine the

fuel flow rate. If the vane is not stuck, examine the face of

the damping mechanism assembly to see if the vane made an imprint

on the face at time of impact. From this vane imprint, determine

the vane angle at time of impact and determine the flow rate

from Figure 3.
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SECTION IV

BEARING FAILURES

1. INTRODUCTION

A bearing may fail gradually over a long period of time,

but when it finally goes there is little or no forewarning.

The pilot hears what seems to be an explosion, RPM drops, EGT

rises rapidly, and there is an immediate loss of thrust. The

explosive sound occurs when the bearing gives way and allows

the high speed compressor-turbine rotor assembly to crash against

other parts of the engine.

Bearings usually fail because of lack of lubrication, improper

mounting, contamination, or fatigue. This report will describe

evidence that can be obtained from visual inspection of a damaged

bearing and will show how each item of evidence can be related to

the cause of failure.

2. EVIDENCE OF INSUFFICIENT LUBRICATION.

The most common cause of bearing failure is lack of lubri-

cation. Within a very short time loss of the cooling agent will

cause bearing failure through overtemperature. When the over-

heated bearing fails, there will be subsequent failure of other

bearings due to severe vibration or component seizure. When a

complete loss of lubrication occurs throughout a jet engine, the

first bearing that falls wlll usually be the thrust bearing be-

cause it bears a greater load than any other bearing in the engine.

When the main thrust bearing of a Jet engine fails, the compressor

rotor will normally shift forward. Bearings that have failed be-

cause of lack of lubrication display a burned and melted appearance
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and are usually flattened and possibly fused together. The

bearing races are severely gouged and pitted. Retainer rings

may be broken and partially fused together with the rollers.

See Figure 4.

When siavenge pumps fail, oil level in the bearing sump

area rises. Rotary action of the bearing and lack of oil flow

will raise the temperature of the stagnant oil to a point where

it loses its lubricating and cooling ability. The bearing will

show overheat by blue discoloration with darker blues indicating

higher temperatures. There will also be some metal smearing.

However, the damage will not be nearly as severe as failure caused

by oil starvation.

3. BEARING MISALIGNMENT

Bearings may fall because of off-squareners or misalignment

during installation. For example, an electric pencil used to

etch a number on the outer ring face can raise the metal on the

bearing surface from .0004 to .0006 inch. The face then far

exceeds the raceway to face run-out tolerance of 0.00015 inch.

Burrs and foreign particles will have the same effect as the

electric pencil. Any misalignment causes overloading of the

bearing. Improper loading is indicated by metal transfer or

a cocked ball-path on the bearing races. Misalignment can also

cause broken retainer rings and can split bearing balls into two

equal half balls. See Figure 5.

Remember to find out why wisalIgnment occurred because we

cannot prevent future failures unless we know the cause of

misalignment.
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4. FATIGUE AND SPALLING

Fatigue in bearings occurs on the rolling contact surfaces.

It looks like pitting and shows up as irregular sharp edged

cavities. However, the cavities are of a greater depth than

pitting and this, in turn, progresses into spalling. Fatigue

failure of the material is evidenced by breaking out the surface

layer of steel. Such a failure starts in a small area, spreads

rapidly, and would eventually spread over both the races and

bearing surfaces.

Bearing fatigue is caused by repeated shock, stress, or

excessive loading. Bearing age is also a contributing factor.

See Figure 6.

5. BRINELLING

Brinelling is indicated by depressions in metal. There

are two types of brinelling, true and false. True brinelling

leaves an imprint of the bearing area on the race and the dent

radius corresponds with roller or ball radius. True brinelling

is caused by heavy Ahock loading of the bearing. It can be the

result of hard landings or an off center blow during mounting.

The damage is a aeasurable dent on the races and can be determined

by a feel test such as fingernail, ball point pen, or by rotation

test. False brinelling leaves no measurable indents on the bear-

ing races. It occurs when bearings do not rotate for extensive

periods. Loeas may be relatively light but slight changes in

the surfaces of the raceways may occur as the result of minute

axial or rotational movements. False brinelling can also occur

in the presence of vibration wiihout rotation. The appearance
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of false brinelling is the same as true brinelling but the apparent

dents cannot be felt or measured.,

6 IMPACI FAILURES

Impact failures will shGw instantaneous stress rupture. Races

and bearings may shatter and ncrmally no overtemperature indication

will be displayed. Exceptions to this may be friction marks from

skid at impact.

1. DAMAGE CAUSED BY FOREIGN MATTER

Ball bearings are particularly sensitive to dirt or foreign

matter because of the very high unit pressure between balls and

race. The damage caused by different types of foreign matter

varies considerably with the nature of the foreign material.

Paces become worn in the ball paths and the bearings become loose

dne noisy. The lapping action increases as the fine steel removed

from the bearing surfaces adds more lapping material. Hard and

coarse foreign matter, such as metallic particles, produces small

depressions. Jamming of the hard particles between the bearings and

the races may cause the inner race to turn on the shaft or the outer

race to turn in the housing.

8. RACE SKIDDING

Smeared skid marks on tht-, balls, rollers, or races are an

Indication of Improper lubrication or sudden acceleration. Skid

marks will appear as a film on the otherwise highly polished

surface of the race. Excessive wear in the pockets of the cage

and discoloration of the balls and rollers are defects that usually

accompany race skids. Microscopic examination of a race skid will

UsU,1llV show that thO. till, is an actual Lransfer of metal.
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SECTION V

DETERMINATION OF RPM, COMPRESSOR INLET AIR TEMPERATURE AND
THROTTLE ANGLE

1. DETERMINATION OF RPM

In order to use the components within the main fuel control

for RPM determinationt, remove the control cover assembly by

removing the fifteen screws around the periphery of the assembly,

See Figure 7. This exposes the tach rack, tach servo piston,

3D bracket, and 3D shaft assembly consisting of correctd fuel

cam and variable vane scheduling cam.

The tachometer servo piston may be used for RPM determinatiuu,

Figure 7. The distance (X) as seen in Figure 8 should be measured

prior to disturbing the remainder of the internal parts of the

control. After this measurement has been taken, the percent RPM

may be determined from the chart at the top of Figure 8.

On the left end of the 3D shaft assembly, as seen in Figure 7,

may be found the cam end plate and the cam end pointer. The zero

degree cam angle for the end plate is 950 clockwise from the index

hole In the end plate. Change in engine RPM rotates the 3D shaft

assembly. Changes in compressor inlet temperature (CIT) translatezn

the 3D shaft. If the shaft assembly is Jammed as a result of the

impact, the number of degrees that the end pointer indicates from

the above described zero degree mark should be measured In a

counter clockwise direction. After this has been accomplished,

the chart in Fig-ire 9 should be used to determine the percent

RPM that the engine was operating at the time of impact.

If the shaft assembly is not jammed, the surfaces ot the Ca,111
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for corrected fuel and variable vane scheduling should be

examined for impact marks from their respective cam followers.

If these marks are prevalent, the shaft can be rotated to align

the impact marks with the cam followers. The 3D cam angle in

degrees can ,:ien be determined and the RPM established as

described above.

The position of the variable vane actuators can, under

some circumstances, give an indication of engine RPM. These

actuators are positioned by fuel pressure from the main fuel

control, between approximately 63% and 95% corrected engine

RPM. The variable vanes are positioned in accordance with the

variable vane schedule (Figure 12) which are functions of engine

RPM and compressor inlet temperature (CIT). Below 63% the vanes

are fully closed and above 95% fully opened. However, the con-

clusion should not be drawn that because an actuator is found

fully extended, the engine RPM was below 63% or that because

an actuator is found fully -etracted the RPM was above 95%,

For CIT determination see Paragraph 2.

The VC actuators will normally extend on engine coast down,

and if an engine coasts to below 63% RPM, the variable vanes

will usually be fully closed. However, heavy impact forces

can force an actuator to unusual positions.

If In an accident, impact has been severe enough to seize

the compressor rotor immediately, or to freeze the actuators, the

position of the actuator extension will indicate engine RPM at time

of Impact. However, the use of actuator extension position to

estimate engine RPM must be done very cautiously as the actuator
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is quite likely to have been torn loose from the engine and its

extension changed. Normally, the actuators' extension position

should be used to substantiate estimates of engine RPM with

the understanding that RPM estimates obtained in this manner

may be in error.

Impact marks inside the actuators may assist in locating

the position oL the actuator at the time of impact. However,

these must be used with caution as there may have been more than

one impact, and the actuators may have moved between the first

and second or subsequent impacts.

This is usually readily discernible. The initial impact

marks normally are distinct circumferential marks and secondary

impact marks will normally produce metal smearing appearances

in the axial direction of the actuator cylinder.

As may be seen in Figure 12, there is a definite relation-

ship between the variable vane positions and RPM for a given

compressor inlet temperature. The position of the variable vane

actuators may be used to determine the position of the vairiable

vanes. For this determination measure the distance X as shown

on the bottom of Figure 10. After this extension has been

measured, use the chart at the top of Figur.. 10 to determine

the degree open or closed for the variable vanes.

The inlet guide vane feedback box mounted on the variable

vane feedback shaft of the main fuel control (Figures 7 and 13)

may be used for variable vane position determination. Measure

the over-travel X. as shown at the bottom of Figure 11. Use

the chart at the top of Figure 11 to determine the degree open
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or closed for the variable vanes.

The posicion of the indicator on the variable vane feedback

shaft, with respect to the stop block as shown in Figure 14, may

also be uae( for variable vane position determination. To use

this method the feedback box must be removed from the feedback

shaft. Care should be exercised in removing the nut on the end

of the shaft to prevent turning the shaft. The degree X should

be measured as shown in Figure 14. This measurement should be

applied to the chart at the top of Figure 14 to determine the

vane position.

Knowing the variable vane position and the CIT, the RPM can

be determined from Figure 12.

A rough estimate of RPM may be made by measuring the distance

X (Figures 15 and 16) on the variable exhaust nozzle actuator as

illustrated and applying this measurement to the chart at the,

top of the page. It must be recognized that the chart is based

on the engine following a fixed mechanical schedule as a functloii

of throttle angle. However, the nozzle will vary from the

mechanical schedule whenever Exhaust Gas Temperature (ECT) ex-

ceeds the T5 vs RPM reference schedule. For this reason only

a rough estimate of RPM may be determined by this means.

2. CO(w'ESSOR INLET TEMPERATURE

The compressor inlet temperature (CIT) can be determined

by measuring the distance between the 3D cam end plate and the

end bracket (as shown in Figure 17). The 31) cam end plate and

and the end 1--acket are within the main fuel control (Figure 7).

If the CIT Ls to be determined by another method, such as by
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knowing the ambient temperature, it must be corrected for the

temperature increase due to the ram effect. Figure 18 can be

used to determine inlet temperature if airspeed and ambient

temperature are known.

In the case of rapid descent from colder temperatures, the

temperatures as sensed by the control may be as much as 15*F cooler

than actual stagnation temperature. Therefore. if high speed im-

pact from altitude is suspected, the stagnation temperatures taken

from Figure 18 should be reduced by 150 F.

Figure 19 illustrates the maximum RPM vs CIT.

3. THROTTLE ANGLE

The throttle position at time of impact can be determined

by examination of the torque booster. To make this determination,

the end cap (Item 73 of Figure 20) should be removed. A measure-

ment should be taken from the end of the torque booster housing

and the piston assembly, (Item 82 of Figure 20) as shown in

Figure 21. After this dimension is obtained, the throttle

position may be determined through the use of the chart illustrated

In Figure 21.

The above procedure assumes that the piston assembly did

not move as a result of the impact. Careful examination of the

walls of the torque booster cylinder may reveal impact marks

that indicate the piston was at a different position at time

of impact. If this is the case, align the piston with the

!mpact marks prior to making the measurement as displayed in

ý'Igure 21.
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A rough estimate of throttle angle may be made by

measuring the distance X (Figures 22 and 23) of the variable

exhaust nozzle actuator as illustrated and applying this

measurement to the chart at the top of the page. This is a

rought estimate.

After the throttle angle has been established, the RPM of

the engine may be determined through the use of Figure 24.
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SECTION VI

TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION

The determination of approximate engine RPM at instant of

impact is a major part of the job )f estimating engine power;

however, the propulsion investigator should also be alert to

possible indications of the engine operating temperature.

If aluminum or foreign materials are ingested into the

engine and the engine is operating at idle RPM or above, there

may be enough heat to melt the material and cause it to fuse

with the turbine and exhaust components. This metal fusion can

be recognizel by the deposits of aluminum color and may be ex-

pected to occur on the combustion liners, turbine nozzles,

turbine blatas, exhaust cone, and exhaust nozzle.

The location, pattern, and degree of fusion on the hot

parts is indicative of the engine operating temperature at

the time of ingestion. If the engine was operating at normal

temperature when the ingestion occurs, the fusion will be

thorough, even, and smooth appearing. The metal cannot be

flaked off with a knife or eraser. If the deposits are

rough and globular and can be scraped off, then the

fusion took place during rapid deceleration which could have

resulted from interruption of fuel flow. If there were a

flameout or the engine was shut down before the ingestion

no metal fusion could be expected to occur. In a matter

of seconds, the engine hot parts will cool below the melting

point of aluminum.

Sometimes the metal fusion will be limited to a specific
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area such as a portion of the turbine nozzle or just a certain

portion of the combustion chamber. This indicates that the

ingestion followed impact. An ev.en annular distribution would

be indicative of in-flight ingestion. Another indication of

sequence of events would be metal fusion on dents in the turbine

or exhaust section. If a dent is caused by impact and fusion

occurs only on its forward side, then it is obviols Lhat the

ingestion followed initial impact and the engine was operating

at time of impact.

The J79 compressor uses only steel alloy. Should metal

fusion be in evidence, then the material came from a source

other than the compressor. The aircraft air inlet duct and

associated component. should be examined as a probable source.

A laboratory analysis of the fused metal should be made to

help in identifying the unit from which the material originated.

Engine temperature can sometimes be estimated by the con-

dition of ingested debris. If the crash occurs in a wooded area

at a low angle of impact, considerable wood may be ingested.

A charred or burnt condition of the wood pulp would indicate

that the engine had been operating at time of impact.

Impact forces sometimes cause engine instrument pointers

to strike the instrument face leaving a very light deposit of

fluorescent material. Each instrument face should be carefully

examined with a black light. There may be telltale marks which

will reveal the exact engine RPM, exhaust gas temperature, oil

pressure, or fuel pressure that existed at the instant of impact.
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SECTION VII

DETERMINATION OF VEN AREA

If the afterburner section of the engine is intact and

undamaged, no7zle area can be estimated by taking measurements

across the inside of the outer leaves. Quite often, however,

the variable exhaust nozzle (VEN) is severely damaged, and the

estimation of the VEN area must be determined by other means.

The position of the actuator rod with respect to actuator

body may be used to determine nozzle area. The actuator

extension X as bhban cn the bottom of Figure 25 should be

used with the chart at the top of the figure to determine the

nozzle area.

For the J79-15 engine the overtravel distance X as shown

on the bottom of Figure 26 should be applied to the chart at

the top of the figure for nozzle area determination.

The position of the feed back rig wheel may be used for

exhaust nozzle diameter determination, see Figure 27. Remove

the cover plate as shown in Figure 27 and insert a feedback rig

pin. Place a mark on the feedback shaft and a corresponding

mark on the adjacent housing. Rotate the feedback shaft until

the feedback rig pin engages the slot in the feed back rig

wheel. Measure the angle between the two marks described above.

The chart at the top of the page may then be used to determine

the exhaust nozzle diameter.
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SECTION VIII

ArTERBURNER OPERATION

To determine whether the afterburner was in operation at the time

of impact, the normal variables associated with the basic engine oper-

ation cannot be used. The RPM and afterburner nozzle area may reach their

maximums at less than military operation. Therefore, these parameters

could be the same at less than military operation as they are during

afterburner operation. The fuel flow meter cannot be used to determine

whether the engine was operating in afterburner because it records only

the fuel passing through the main fuel control. For these reasons other

parameters must be analyzed to determine whether the afterburner was in

operation at time of impact.

It is imperative that an accident investigator understand the

operation of the afterburner in order to determine wehther it was in

operation at the time of impact.

Afterburner operation is initiated and terminated by an on-off

signal from the main fuel cortrol. When the main fuel control throttle is

moved into the afterburner range (76.5 t 1.5 degrees throttle range), a

lever on the power shaft moves the afterburner pilot valve downward. Then,

If engine RPM exceeds 90.3 percent, the on-off signal Is ported to the

on-off speed adjustment piston and to the inlet valve of the afterburner

pump.

Inlet fuel pressure, acting on the on-off speed adjustment

piston, forces the on-off speed pilot valve to a position which

opens the port to the afterburner pilot valve further. This

permit engine RPM to decrease to 83.2 percent, once the signal exists,

before afterburning is terminated.
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The on-off signal from the MFC enters the A/B pump at

the on-off signal port, see Figure 28. This signal pressure

is ported to in the inducer side of the piston. The piston

moves the valve diaphragm from its seat allowing fuel to

enter the inducer of the pump, see Figure 29.

The method for determining the position of the main fuel

control throttle was described in Section V. The nominal

afterburner range for the throttle is 80% for minimum A/B

to 1130 for maximum A/B. The various ways of determining RPM

was described in Section V. Through these methods, it can be

determined if the two conditions, throttle angle and RPM, have

been satisfied for A/B opeiation.

Examination of the impact marks of the piston within the

cylinder cr the position of the valve diaphragm with respect

to its seat, see Figure 29, should enable the investigator

to determine whether the valve was open for A/B operation at

time of Impact.

After it has been determined that the afterburner was in

operation, the next question to be resolved is the extent of

modulation. The afterburner fuel pressurizing valve can be

used for this determination, see Figure 30. The valves are

opened by fuel pressure from the afterburner fuel control.

Sequence of operation opens the primary core, primary annulus,

secondary annulus and seconddry core in that order. They may

jam in the position they were in at time of impact. Aiu pressure

or fluid flow introduced at the core and annulus inletq will indi-
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cate if the valves are jammed. It may be necessary to inspect

the cylinders of the valves for impact marks to determine their

position. Minimum A/B operation would be the primary core

valve only being opened and maximum A/B operation would be

indicated by all four valves opened.
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SECTION IX

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR AIR FLOW

In order for an accident investigator to understand and

properly analyze the events preceding and at the time of ignition

of combustibles it is imperative that he has knowledge of the air

flow both exterior to the aircraft and within the engine bay.

See Figures 31, 32 and 33. He must also understand the normal

functions of the auxiliary air doors and pressurization of the

600 gallon centerline fuel tank.

Except at high Mach conditions, where the pressure within

the engine compartment must be relieved, the auxiliary air doors

open when the landing gear is down and conversely are closed

when the landing gear is retracted. With respect to inflight

fires, with tie aircraft operating at the high Mach numbers

that would necessitate relieving the pressure within the engine

bay by opening the auxiliary air doors, the air flow velocity

through the engine bay is too high for a combustible fluids

to ignite. However, a combustible fluid might be ignited by

the afterburner in the vicinity of the afterburner secondary

flaps at relatively high Mach numbers. These flaps can serve

as flameholders. The flame will not flash forward until the

air flow velocity in the engine bay decreases. Whenever the

engine's operating mode is changed from afterburner tu non-

afterburner operation, the efficiency of the ejector formed

by the secondary flaps of the A/B nozzle is decreased during

the transition period. This in turn will result in a decrease

in velocicy through the engine bay and a flash forward can take

place.
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During ground operations and takeoff the auxiliary air

loors are open. The normal air flow path is through the auxil-

iary air doors, into the engine compartment, forward into the

engine inlet or aft out through the A/B nozzle. The maximum

landing gear down speed is 250 knots (approximately M.38). As

may be seen from Figure 34, the engine compartment is operating

at pressures less than atmosDherir, (The air flow is through

the auxiliary air doors into the engine bay) during the climb in

military or Max A/B with the landing gear down and auxiliary

air doors open. For this reason any combustible fluid that

contacts the aircraft skin or flows around the various doors

during this phase of flight will have a tendency to be sucked

into the engine bay.

As may be seen from Figure 35. retracting the landing gear

which in turn closes the auxiliary air doors (even at minimum

climb speed approximately M.25), the airflow at the frcnt of

the engine compartment changes from airflow from the engine

compare into the inlet to airflow from the inlet into the engine

compartment. Therefore, there is a short period of time during

the retraction of the landing gear that the airflow is not flow-

ing in either direction. It is at this time that a combustible

coming into contact with the hot parts of the engine would be

most susceptible to igniting. With the auxiliary doors closed,

the engine bay operates with positive pressure above approximately

M.22 under all operational modes, see Figure 35. For air flow

rates through the engine compartment, see Figures 36 and 37.

There is a squat switch in the landing gear mechanism that
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allows air pressure to pressurize the 600 gallon centerline

fuel tank after the aircraft weight is no longer on the

aircraft's landing gear. If there is a leak in the attach

tube of the 600 gallon tank fuel, it would begin leaking

when the tank becomes pressurized.
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SECTION X

FIRE

1. GENERAL

The area with the greatest fire damage should be examined

carefully because this area is frequently the source of the fuel

or oxidizer. Since the fire may originate in flight, it is

important to know that the fire intensity will be more severe

in the areas exposed to an air stream; also the fire pattern will

tend to follow the slip stream. The damage from in flight fires,

as well as those involving the rupture of a high pressure hydraulic

fluid line or an oxygen line, will tend to be similar to that pro-

duced by a torch. To assist the investigator in evaluating the

fire damage, the properties of aircraft materials is included

in Table 1. Figure 38 illustrates aluminum splatter resulting

from an in flight fire,

In the fire or explosion analysis, it is necessary to account

for the source of the combustible, the probable source of ignition,

the history of the fire, and the observed fire damage. Any

assumptions that are made must be reasonably consistent with the

evidence on system malfunctions, material failures, and the

sequenre of events.

2. SOURCE OF COMBUSTIBLES.

Aircraft jet fuels frequently account for the major amount

of fire damage in an aircraft fire but they may not necessarily

be involved in the initiation stage. In a ground or in flight

fire, the leakage of jet fuels as well as other volatile flammable

fluids should be suspected as a ctnbustible source, depending
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FITGURE 38 - Circled is a Splatter of Aluminum on a Part

of Aircraft Structure
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upon the evidence on ruptured lines, loose fittings, etc. Air-

craft jet fuels, particularly JP-4 is usually a prime suspect

in an explosioi or sudden widespread fire because of its high

volatility and great ease of forming flammable vapor-air mixtures;

the lower volatility fuels, such as JP-5, can be equally hazardous

at slightly elevated temperatures or reduced pressures, or when

atomized to form flammable mists. The hydraulic fluids and

lubricating oils or greases have rather low volatilities but

can be the prime suspects in the case of an engine compartment

fire, particularly if no jet fuel leaks are detected. The pattern

of soot formation may be useful in determining the combustible

source; however, chemical analyses of the soot or other deposits

are normally required when the evidence is inconciusive. In

assessing the possible role of any combustible fluid, the follow-

ing items should be considered:

(1) Quantity and distribution of combustible.

(2) Vapor pressure and flash point of combustible.

(3) Concentration limits of flammability.

(4) Temperature requirements for ignition.

(5) Flame temperatures and propagation rates.

(6) Effects of ambient temperdture, pressure, venti-

lation rate, and other flight- environmental variables.

3. SOURCEF OF IGNITION.

As id known from experience, the chance of ignition after a

fuel leak occurs in aircraft engine compartments or adjacent

areas is relatively great. The possible sources of ignition in

tiese areas include the combustion chamber surfaces, overheated
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engine accessories, and sparks or arcs from electrical circuits

and equipment; other sources are electrostatic sparks, flames,

hot gases, lightning, aerodynamic heating, and frictional heat

or sparks. The entrainment of afterburner gases into a fuel

tank vent is an example of the hot gas ignition hazard. Generally,

most ignitions are caused by hot surfaces or electrical eneiry

sources, although in a crash situation multiple sources can be

encou.itered. For sustained ignition to occur, flammable vapor-

air mixtures must be present or the combustible liquid or solid

must be heated to produce at least a flammable layer of gas at

the surface. Thus, the physical state of the combustible is

important in determining whether a particular heat or energy

source could produce ignition. Furthermore, the investigator

must be aware of the fact that ignition temperatnre requirements

can be much higher in a flowing system than in a static system.

For this reason a fuel leak could be present in the engine

bay but ignition does not occur until the air flow through the

engine bay is disturbed such as initiation or termination of

afterburner operation or opening or closing of the auxiliary

air doors.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE.

The origin of the fire is deduced from a combination of

the evidence developed in determining the sources of ignition

and combustible and the material failures or system malfunctions.

The spread of the fire is determined from a study of the distri-

bution of combustibles, the flammability properties of the com-

bustibles, the intensity and distribution of the fire damage,

and the known airflow or ventilating conditions throughout the
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aircraft. Witness accounts should be used to help cooroborate

the fire sequence indicated by the physical evidence.

The presence of soot can be used to indicate whether a

jet fuel or organic combustible fire occurred in a given

location. Extensive deposits of soot or char usually indicate

that the combustion occurred under non-optimum conditions, e.g.

insufficient air, and that the average fire temperature was

probably of the order of only IOO0 F, generally referred to as

low magnitude fires. However, some soot deposits are expected

in the aft compartments of the aircraft fuselage from normal

operations, such as in taxiing, when exhaust gases are entrained

by intake of coolant air. Evidence of soot formation and heat

damage to aircraft structural materials should be used in determin-

ing the progress of the fire.

Generally, the fire spread rate will be greatest where flammable

vapor-air moistures can form readily and where the fire is formpd hv

wind or flowing air, as in the engine bay of an aircraft. Thus,

in flight fires exposed to an airstream will spread rapidly from

the point of origin to the aft part of the aircraft# dependine

upon the available quantity of combuotible, generally referred to

as high magnitude fires. In comparison, the pattern of a ground

fire will be more irregular, with more vertical and lateral f]lme

spread. The amount of fuel leakage or spillage will greatly determine

how widespread the fire will be. Other factors to be considered are

combustible volatility, amount of atomization, mass burning rates,

and the flame speeds of fuel vapoL-air mixtures.

5. DAMAGE PATTERNS.

The intensity of an aircraft fire can be determined by comparing
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the temperature limitations of the aircraft materials that were

consumed and those that were highly resistant to heat. Most

aircraft materials, including metals and fire resistant materials,

cannot withstand the temperatures reached in a hydrocarbon fuel

type fire; titanium and stainless steels are among the exceptions

and tend to show damage only in inflight fires or in torchlike

fires. The fire temperature, exposure time, and the airflow or

available oxygen must be considered in evaluating any fire damage.

Where a massive fuel spillage has occurred in a fire, the entire

aircraft and part of the adjacent surroundings will show widespread

fire damage. In the event that incendiaries, magnesium, or other

high energy combustibles are involved, the fire damage will be

severe and localized in the areas where these materials are present.

Damage from electrical arcing is even more localized and can be

identified from the erosion, splatter, and fusion of metals that

is characteristic of arc welding. In the absence of current, e.g.

after a crash fire, fire damage to a wire bundle will normally not

show bead-like fusions (See Figure 39) or other such intense heating

unless strands of fine wire or unusally high fire temperatures

are present. This should not be confused with damage from chafing

as illustrated in Figure 40.

Damage from explosions is usually indicated by the rupture of

an aircraft compartment and the dispersal of fragments. Fuel tanks

and other aircraft compartments cannot sustain most combustible

vapro-air explosions, although they may sustain partial propa-

ga-ions under certain conditions. Explozion pressures can be
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FIGURE 39 - Wire Bundle Showing B3ead Like Fusion Associated

With Electrical Arcing
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FIGURE 40 - Braded hose That Was Worn Through by Chafing.

Note the Braded Strands are Worn Sharp on the

Ends.
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more severe in an "empty" fuel tank than in a filled one,

depending upon the fuel volatility and the flight altitude

pressure. In assessing the explosion damage, it is necessary

to consider both the structural limitations of the confinement

material and the degree of venting that existed; e.g., an ex-

plosion not sustained in a fuel tank can conceivably be sustained

in a vented compartment, such as the engine bay. Also, the in-

vestigator must consider the damage contribution from any physical

explosions or implosions, e.g., sudden decompression of compart-

ments or rupture of fuel tanks from overpressurization, and from

the detonation of ordnance items or high energy fuels that may be

abroad.

An analysis of the fragmentation and air blast effects can

provide an estimate of the chemical or pressure energy of the

explosion; crater evidence can also be useful in this convection.

Examination of metal fractureq wJll indicate whether tension,

compression, or torsion failures occurred, providing the fractured

part hau' not been greatly damaged by fire, metalloeranhir analyses

are usually required 'o determine the exact nature of any fatigue

failures. Combustible vapor-air explosions (deflagracions) will

be evidenced by tenibon failures, whereas gas detonations will

ordinarily produce less stretching arid cleaner breaks since a

detonation wave propagates faste- than the material can react or

stretch to its stress limit. A map or diagram showing the size

and spatial distribution cf fragments should be prepared to

facilitate the correlation of damage with the potential explosion

energy.
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Finally, an analysis must be made of the accident casualties

and the fire fighting and rescue operations. Again, a diagram

is recommended in order to relate the fire development with the

position of each occtLant. The immediate effects of fire or

explosion on the flight crew and passengers can be deduced from

the analysis of the fire development and any record of radio

transmissions with the crew; subsequent effects can be determined

from medical records and a consideration of toxicity limits,

asphyxiation limits, and physiological thresholds of heat and

dynamic pressures. An evaluation of the fire fighting phase is

important in developing the fire evidence as well as in determin-

ing the adequacy of the extinguishing agents and procedures for

fighting aircraft fires.

6. ENGINE BAY AREAS MOST SUSCEPTIBLE TO FIRES.

Engine mounted hardware forms an obstruction to engine bay

secondary airflow and as such create disturbances to the flow

pattern. Eddy's resulting from this flow disturbance are ideal

flame holders and will retain and propagate flame in these quiet

areas. Experience has further established definite flow tunnels

and quiescent areas to secondary air flow. It is in these areas

that evidence would be visible should any engine fire exist.

The tunlels are to the left and right of the gear boxes and

mounted accessories. The major quiescent areas are just aft of

the gear boxes and at the A/B fuel spray-bar and mainfold assembly.

See Figure 41.

Considering secondary air flow, fuel leakage could be present
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and ignite along the engine bay skin. Since the source would

be away from the engine and separated from the engine by secondary

air flow, the fire could continue to burn without affecting engine

hardware. Stich a fire however, would have to be of low magnitude.

A fire of this type may not cause the fire warning light to glow

to full intensity and may be extinguished on A/B termination.

If it can be determined that the flame was in the area of the

tail hook hinge fairinp and along the exterior surface of the engine

exhaust nozzle secondary flaps, it can be established that the

observed fire was in the boundary layer away from the flap surface

itself. It would further establish that fuel was fed from some

forward exterior source and the flow pattern and eddy's created by

the fuselage aft edge and fairing assembly, served as flame holders.

If a flame is observed 360 degrees around the engine exhaust

nozzles, like a "mini A/B flame", it would suggest that fuel wts being

ingested into the exhaist stream from the top and bottom of both

engines. A failure above the fuel cells probably would result

in a massive fuel loss before the fuel could ever reach the engine

exhaust nozzle area. To have minimal amount of fuel loss and still

sustain a fire in both engines, the failure would have to be below

any one of the fuel cells between number 3 and number 6. Underneath

the fuel cell compartments there are fuselage fuel tank cooling cavity

which draws cooling air from the forward section of the engine com-

partment and exhausts the air overboard to the free air stream through

the louvers near the engine exhaust nozzle. The construction of the

cooling cavity Is such that below the number 6 fuel cell, the two

eoollng cavities are an-nfold.?d together. At the bottom of number
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7 fuel cell (FS 493) there is a 1 1/2 inch diameter hole exists

which will vent cooling air into the rail (aft of FS 515) of the

aircraft.

7. FUEL LEAKAGE OUTSIDE OF AIRCBF. '7.

The 600 gallon center lin• fuel tank is the only source of

fuel external to the aircraft tf,-c can cause an inflight fire.

There are two possible ways the, the centerline tanks can cause

fuel to enter the engine bay -' subsequently an inflight fire.

One is a leak around the tank- rttach tube and the other the tanks

fill port.

Whether the problem w.s caused by leakage at the attach tube

or the filler port both would result in ingestion of fuel into the

engine at the lower portion of the compressor and towards the air-

craft keel. Symptoms of fuel ingestion into the engines and method

of determining entry locntion are covered in paragraph 8 next page.

Generally both engines will have essentially the same degree of

internal burning of hot section parts. Burning of hot section parts

can take place within a matter of seconds.

Leakage at the attach tube differs somewhat from leakage at

the filler port. Tn the case of an improperly installed filler port,

the fuel may splash out during the take off roll. The fuel would

normally remain within the slipstream and not come into contact with

the aircraft skin until the aircraft is rotated. At the time of

rotation, the fuel would be carried aft along the lower surface of

the aircraft and would be drawr through the seanms and openings since

the engine bay Is operating at a negative pressure with respect to
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ambient pressure during this mode of operation. (See Sectl:on IX

for discussion of engine bay pressures and airflows.) Tbe 4intensity

of fuel leaking from the fill port will increase after thellanding

gear squat switch is actuated following removal of aircraftt weight

from the landing gear. This switch allows the tank to be riressurized.

Some of the fuel may adhere to the aircraft skin anc( be ignited

by the afterburner flame. The fire that would result on t1je exterior

skin of the aircraft would spread left and right to doors 33L and 83R

(See Appendix E) from the tanks attach point (See Figure 4!2).

If an engine is shut down after a fire is detected"3 that engine

bay would become positive in pressure with respect to thelengine bay

with the operating engine. This could cause flame to proipagate from

the side with the fire through the keel to the other sid.,,

In the case of a leak at the attach tube, leakage~would not be

expected until the weight of the aircraft is off the larding gear

and the squat pressurization switch is activated. The 4femaining

discussion above applies.

8. FUEL INGESTION INTO THE ENGINE.

Fuel ingestion into the engine results in uncont~rolled burning

of the fuel in the combustion chamber. This results itr. one or more

severely burned combustion cans, combustor casing, trantoition duct,

turbine nozzle and turbine blades. (See Figure 43). 'ý"his damage

generally takes place within a few seconds. The entry' location of

the fuel into the compressor is often useful to the ac:ident investi-

gator. Fuel going through the compressor will rotate .ipproximately

145°F clockwise when viewing the engine from the rear. Therefore,
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Figure 43 - Combustor Burning From Ftel Ingestion.

Note the one combustor side completely burnt away and the adjacent
combustors have less burning. Also notice the turbine nozzle
downstream of the most severely burned combustor is missing.
Turbine blades have evidence of F.O.D. and over heating.
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the compressor entry location is 1450 counter clockwise from the

center of the burned area as seen aft of the engine looking

forward.

9. SOURCES OF FUEL.

Possible sources and paths of fuels which could result

in raw fuel injection are:

Rupture of uiper fuel cells or transfer lines. Fuel

escaping from these components could follow a path forward through

the turtle-back cavities, downward around fuel cell no. I and exist-

ing through openings around door no. 22, See kppendix E.

At this point the fuel can travel aft on exterior skin until it is

drawn through skin crevices (e.g. missile launcher attachment points

auxiliary air door hinge openings, and ordinance (cartridge access

panels) and into the engine bellmouth inlet.

Fuel may leak from the fuel cell floor into the cooling

cavity and then forward through the cavity inlet screens into the

engine bellmouth. Normal cavity airflow would not allow this to

occur; however, turbulent inlet conditions resulting from unusual

aircraft flight attitudes could account for such a flow. These

unusual flight attitudes might well be encountered during loss of

flight control following aircrew ejection. Further, airflow reversal

can occur during conditions of low airspeed and high engine speed.

10. FUEL LEAKAGE IN EVENT OF FAILURE IN THE SADDLE BACK SECTION

OF THE FUEL CAVITY/CELL.

The aircraft construction is such that the cooling vent chamber

between fuel cell cavity floor and the upper engine bay skin (saddle-
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back) is common to both the left and right engine bay. Louvers

located in the aft fuselage at the approximate twelve o'clock posi-

tion of each engine exhaust nozzle section vent air from this chamber.

The chamber is also vented to the aircraft tail section by a 1.5 inch

diameter passage in the louver center secticn of the rigid former

at fujelage station 493. Experience has established that the sealing

integrity of the seals of the aircraft and engine bay skin may be

reduced through aircraft time and usage.

In the event of a failure in the saddleback section of the

fuel cavity cell, leakage would enter directly into the cooling vent

chamber. From there it could seep through seams and joints Jito the

engine bay. Normal venting would carry leakage to the tailhook

actuator and hinge area and to the exhaust louvers. Leakage into the

engine bay, taiihook area and out the exhaust louvers would be ignited

by conditions occurring at time of afterburner initiation. Leakage

from a fuselage seam or joint however, may not possess the conditions

necessary for combustion and would therefore, appear as a vapor.

Leakage required for these conditions may not result in significant

change of the fuel quantity indicating system.

11. COMBUSTOR BURN THROUGH.

Combustor burr: through can be the result of combustor cowl

snout failing causing air blocL.age, fuel nozzle malfunction, or streak

burning. Generally these burn throughs are progressive failures that

require several hours of operation before serious problems are en-

countered. These failures are generally confined to one combustor.

The combustion casing will develop a hot spot outside of the hole that
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develops in the combustor cowl. The hot spot will develop into a

bubble followed by a burn through of tne combustion casing that could

progress into the fuel cell number four above the combustion section.

Burn tl~rough of the combustion casing is gene-ally about four inches

down stream of the forward combustion casing flange. See Figure 44.

However, a combustor cowl snout failure can result in an air flow

reversal with a subsequent brn through at the forward combustion

casing flange.

Although not directly related to the propulsion system, the

airflow around an aerodynamic surface, such as a wing follows the

conto,,r of the surface on the top and bottei until the angle of

attack is increased. At slower airspeeds the airflow becomes detached

from the upper surface of the wing progressing from the trailing edge

forward as the angle of attack is increased. The airflow underneath

the wing can bend around the trailing edge of the wing and move

forward toward the area where the airflow detached from the upper

surface. Therefore, If the aircrr.ft is operating at a near stall

condition and a fire is in the vicinity of the trailing edge of the

wing, there will probably be evidence of metal splatter with the

flow of the metal forward. This evidence can be used in estimating

the airspeed of the aircraft during the inflight fire.
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SECTION Xl

INTERPRETATION OF INSPECTION FINDINGS

1. FRONT FRAME AND COMPRESSOR.

The condition of the front frame is not necessarily indicative

of engine operation at time of impact. During thL course of an

accident, the engine front frame ofte!n sustains a large amount of

impact damage which results in the front frame being pushed back into

the compressor rotor. This results in a large amount of rubbing

and tearing of the variable guide vanes and compressor blades. In

extreme conditions, the inlet guide vanes can be torp rompletely

free of the front frame, and will be found lodged in the compressor

rotor. Care should be exercised in trying to estimate RPM from

compressor rotor condition. Often a compressor rotor operating at

high RPM and subjected to low impact damage will look similar to

a compressor rotor operating at lower RPM but subjected to high

impact damage.

The degree of rubbing and the extent of damage in this area is

of interest: (1) to establish whether or not the rotor was turning

at time of impact, (2) to make sure that the front frame damage

occurred at tirte of impact, (3) to determine that the inlet guide

vanes, compressor blades, or vanes did not fail first and cause

engine failure. This assessment can usually be done, by evaluating

the pattern of damage in the compressor rotor, together with the

quantity of debris ingested by the rotor.

This material can, and usually does, cause the stage 1 blades

to bend forward and impact on the variable guide vanes. This contact

will appPar as a number of sharp knife-like marks on the surface of

the variable vane near the trailing edge, and the leading edges of the
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stage 1 blades will be torn and curled back as a result of the

impact. If the engine is stopped, or windmilling, at time of debris

ingestion, the blades may not indicate contact with the variable vanes.

The amount of damage resulting from FOD is a function of air-

speed, size of the foreign object and engine RPM. However, there

are typical damage patterns from FOD. Often an imprint or other

evidence can be seen on a compressor blade that may be helpful in

determining the kind of foreign oblect that enf-r6-d th,- tnpinp. Spqe

Figures 45 through 48.

If the front frame was jammed into the rotor, the inlet guide

vanes will usually be forced to the closed position. No significance

should be attached to the position of the inlet guide vanes in this

case.

The condition of the engine compressor rotor and stator will

vary from almost complete destruction to virtually undamaged condition,

depending on the type of impact, and the quantity and size of debris

that has been ingested.

Normally, in the course of rapid deceleration after impact, a

considerable amount of debris is ingested by the engine. Its effect

on the compressor blades and vanes can often be used as a rough measure

of engine RPM at time of impact. Methods for determining engine RPM

may be found in Section V.

NOTE: The appearance of a ragged blade condition is a fairly good

indication of moderate to high engine RPMs. The absence of this

condition is NOT necessarily evidence of lower RPMs. It is quite

possible for the engine to decelerate due to other impact damage before

much debris is ingested. Considerable judgement must be used, there-
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fore, in evaluating rotor condition, and other factors such as

aircraft incidence angle, velocity at impact, etc., must be

considered in determining when the engine ingested foreign objects.

If the engine is rotating at high RPM at time of impact, foreign

objects in quantity will cause the rotor blades to assume a very ragged

looking appearance. A large number of nicks, gouges, and dents will

appear on all surface and edges of the blades as well as on the stator

vanes. The rotor blades may be forced forward into the compressor stator

vanes, resulting in a curling of the stator vane's trailing edges.

Compressor rotor blades may be curled, bent, or broken off in a direc-

tion opposite to rotation. Severe scoring and peening of the compressor

blades, and a rounding of their tip corners, indicate high RPM.

Under extreme impact conditions, with high RPMs, the rotor may

be "corncobbed", and all stator vanes stripped from their bases, as

well. Under these conditions, the rotor and stator may actually

disintegrate. Debris ingestion alone will not always result in the

complete stripping of blades from a rotor, even with the rotor operat-

ing at 100% RPM, although some breaking of blades at their root may

occur.

At lower engine RPMs, debris ingestion results in a different

type of damage. The stator vane curling and blade leading edge curl-

ing still occurs, but the blades and varies do not have the ragged

edge appearance as they have at higher RPMs and their condition will

be uniform.

In addition to blade and vane appearance, there arc other types

of damage that can often be used to estimate engine RPM. Blade bending
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and tearing is normally associated with low RPM. At low RPM blade

damage will show little evidence of peening. blade tip corners will

maintain their squareness. Some low RPM damage is usually present

when debris is Ingested, and can be readily detected as blades or

vanes will be bent into contact with one another, and yet 360 degrees

contact around the rotor or stator may not occur. Breaking or shear-

ing of blades and vanes at their roots is usually associated with

Ingestion of large quantities of debris or when impact results in

severe distortion of the compressor casing, resulting in breaking of

blades and vanes which then causes the same type damage as foreign

object ingestion.

Indications of compressor rotor speed are usually available if

the compressor case has been punctured during impact. Corncobbing

of the compressor blades coupled with extensive damage aft of the point

of puncture, is indicative of high RPM at time of impact. However,

if tearing and bending of the blades occurs in the vicinity of, and

aft of the point of puncture, low RPM at time of impact may be suspected.

If fatigue of blades and vanes is suspected, the broken blades

and vanes should always be visually inspected for evidence of fatliue.

If this visual inspection reveals that fatigue could have caused the

fractures, the blades and vanes should be sent to a materials laboratory

for detailed analysis. A high RPM failure of either a blade or vane

will result In major damage to the compressor stages aft of the stage

with the broken piece. Damage due to this type failure will usually

cause a stall and flameout.

In flight FOD is generally associated with ice, munitions, or bird
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Ingestion. Tf any major FOD occurs to the engine it develops a tendency

to stall. Severe FOD will destroy the pumping capability of the com-

pressor, thus making it impossible for the engine to operate. Con-

sequently, evidence of high RPM engine operation at the time of an

accident usually eliminates the possibility of severe FOD or parts

failure in the front of an engine.

Tf marks are found on a J79 engine that indicates FOD ingestion

occurred at high RPM, a careful examination of the rotor and compres-

sor should be made to determine when these marks were made. If impact

damage or other evidence indicates a low to moderate RPM (48% - 80%)

at time of impact, and high RPM is indicated at time of FOD ingestion,

tien ice or FOD ingestion at altitude should be suspected. This could

have resulted in sufficient damage to the compressor blades to have

caused engine stalls, and perhaps have caused the accident.

Ingestion of a bird in flight will usually cause damage to the

compressor similar to that caused by ice ingestion. However, the

bird's body parts are usually found throughout the compressor sectiox.

NOTE: There are materials within the aircraft that resemble bird

feathers when ingested in the compressor upon impact. A laboratory

analysis must be made for final determination.

Tngestions of munitions In flight usually results in an imprint

of the object on the compressor blade that it first comes into contact.

If the object strikes the forward side of the blade, the blade would be

forced aft and would probably rub on the stator vanes aft of that

compressor stage. If this happens, the object is normally slowed down

before it is ingested into the next stage. The damage aft in the

compressor will be the result of the blades deflected forward rubbing



tile stator vanes. From that point aft, the object can normally be

traced from one stage to the next by the imprints or damage pattern

otn the blades and vanes.

The No. I hearing area should be inspected for presence of lube

oil ind the condition of the bearing should be recorded. Lack of

lubrication in this area may be indicative of lack of oil to the other

bearing areas, which may have caused an engine failure.

Fatigued spots or spalls on the bearing, although indicative of

a bearing that is in the process of railure, should not receive undue

emphasis unless the bearing has clearly failed and caused obvious

additional damage to the compressor rotor or the front frame. See

Section IV discussion on bearing failures.

?. ENGINE ACCESSORIEES

Examination of the engine accessories will usually provide valuable

in'ormation to assist in evaluating an accident. Careful inspection

of the variou, accessories is essential in order to completely

evaluate conditions found during Inspection of the main engine structure.

rhe condition oi the various drive shafts and splines should be

carefully examined. If any of the shafts or spline have failed, the

method of failure should be determined.

Torsional shearing of the shafts can be caused by the accessory

seizing on impact, or could have been caused by seizing of the accessory

during flight due to parts failure, or contamination.

Nontorsional shear Is invariably caused at impact.

Fatigue failures, of any shaft may cause an in-flight malfunction

oif the engine, and the effect of a fatigue failure s3o1ld be evaluated

to determine if it w,.s the cause of an erwu,,e Li',i!lure.
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NOTE: Examples of torsional fatigue, rotating bending fatigue and

torsional fatigue with 45' step type failures may be seen in Figures

49, 50, and 51 respectively.

Failures of the different drive shafts hive different effects

on the engine operation.

Failure of A/B pump shaft will prevent the engine from going into

A/B operation. The A/B will flameout if shaft fails during A/B operation.

Failure of main fuel pump drive shaft will cause immediate flame-

out. VC actuators will not move.

Failure of lube pump shaft will cause engine bearings to start to

fail In a short period of time (30 sec - 1 min).

Failure of the radial drive or horizontal shafts will cause

immediate engine flameout.

3. MATNFRAME AND NO. 2 BEARINC AREA.

External inspection of the mainframe will rarely provide significant

information regarding engine operating conditions. However, the struts

and inner support structure should be examined for cracks that would

indicate that the engine had been running with excessive vibration.

Before disassembling the compressor rear frame from the com-

pressor case, the No. 2 bearing should be carefully checked for proper

seating and locking. Improper seating or locking can result in the

rotor shifting forward with a resultant engine failure.
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Figure 49 - Gear Shaft Failure Caused by Torstonal

Fatigue with 450 Steps
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Figure 50 - Shaft Failure Resulting from Torsional Fatigue

Figure 51 - Shaft Failure Resulting from Rotating Bending
Fatigue. Center of the Shaft Failed in Shear
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The No. 2 bearing sump area, and the No. 2 bearing should be

examined for signs of lubrication or lack of lubrication. The

bearing itself should be examined carefull"-. If the bearing is

intact, then the possibility of a lubrication system failure is

unlikely, even if the bearing sump shows very little oil. A lubri-

cation system failure will result in very rapid failure of this bear-

ing due to high loads to which it is subjected. The No. 2 bearing

can be disregarded as the cause of engine failure if the bearing

is whole, even though there may be fatigue spalls on the races

and/or balls. See Figures 52 and 53 which illustrate fatigue of the

race and balls. See Section IV for a detailed discussion of bearing

failures.

If the bearing races have badly deformed surfaces, over-

temperature is evident, and the bail cage is broken and split, then

the bearing andoubtedly failed prior to impact. See Figure 53.

When a No. 2 bearing does fail, the compressor rotor probably will

shift forward and engage the compressor stator vanes, resulting in

severe compressor damage.

The radial drive or horizontal drive should be inspected for

signs of any failure including spline failures and improper assembly

of parts that could result in the cessation of power output to the

accessory gearboxes. Any accessory drive power failure will cause

an immediate flameout of the engine since the fuel pumps and controls

are driven by the rear gearbox.

4. COMBUSTION SECTION.

Inspection of the combustion section of the engine will often

show a quantity of material (dirt and vegetation from the impact area)
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Figure 52 - Incipient No. 2 Bearing Fatigue Failure

This bearing has started to fail in fatigue. If this bearing

had continued in ser-yice, it would only be a matter of a few hours

before it would fail completely, and major damage to the engine would

result from the rotor shifting forward.

No engine malfunction had been caused by this bearing. All that

might be noticed wh.en a bearing reaches this condition would be an

increase in vibration level, and some steel particles in the lubri-

cation filter.
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rivure 53 - No. 2 Bearing Fatigue Failure

This bearing caused an engine failure.

Fatigue of the balls and races had progressed to the point where the

cage broke and the bearing would no longer support the rotor load.

Note the identations in the balls where they were deformed from

the extremely high temperatures generated during the failure.

Bearing failure of this type will allow the rotor to shift forward,

engaging the compressor stator vanes, and result in complete failure

of the compressor and seizure of the rotor.
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packed around the aft end of the liner's outer shell. A smaller

quantity of material will often be found around the inside shell.

Material found in this section will have fairly fine texture and the

appearance of saw dust. Large objects ingested by the engine will

either be chopped up by the compressor, or will jam in the compressor.

Vegetation that is ingested by the engine will be finely chopped by

Lhe compressor.

If vegetation is packed around the combustion liner, the

material next to the liner Itself will probably be cbarred or slightly

burned by the heat of the liner. If charring is evident, the engine

was operating at time of impact. A lack of charring should not be

taken as evidence that the engine was not operating at time of

impact as the ingestion of any quantity of material may cause an

immediate stall or engine flameout. The only heat available to char

material In the combustion chamber has to come from the combustion

casing and liner shell. This residual heat may not be enough to

cause extensive charring.

The combustion liner itself should be checked for any burnouts

in the shells as evidence of possible fuel nozzle malfunction, com-

bustor, snout failure or improper Igniter plug installation. If large

pieces of the liner are missing, it is quite possible that these could

have caused turbine FOT) and possibly engine stall. Any disturbance

in the normal cooling air flow or fuel flow in the liners could cause

"burning" of the liners, turbine nozzles, or turbine wheels. As long

as burned pieces remained intact, their condition would probably not

contribute to an accident. See Section X for discussion of fuel

ingestion and combustor burn through respectively.
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5. TURBINE AND TURBINE NOZZLES.

Both turbine nozzles should be checked for signs of burnouts

that could indicate a possible combustion or fuel flow malfunction.

Hot streaks from these causes will cause metal burning. See Figure

54.

High speed rotational damage will be indicated in the turbine

section by the bending of turbine blades opposite to the direction of

rotation by low speed rubbing of the turbine disc, blades, shroud ring,

or exhaust cone. Low speed rubs are identified by lack of concentric-

ity and little or no metal discoloration. See Figures 55 and '6.

The presence of dirt and vegetation in the compressor rotor will

invariably be accompanied by dirt and vegetation In the turbine nozzle

passages if the engine was rotating at time of impact.

The absence of contamination in the turbine nozzle may indicate

low air flow and low engine RPM, assuming dirt and contamination were

found In the compressor. Turbine nozzle partitions and turbine blades

should be inspected carefully for foreign object damage and adhering

metal particles. If an engine ingests small quantities of metal during

operation or upon impact this metal may melt and fuse to the turbine

and nozzles. Aluminum particles normally core from the aircraft.

Normally parts break up and get into the turbine would completely

destroy the compressor first. In this case fusion probably would

not take place.

Silver, chromium or nickel particles would probably come from

the No. 1 bearing area, and would be indicative of a major failure of

the No. 1 bearing or associated hardware.

Turbine blades that are burned off or failed because of stress
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Figure 54 - Biurned ?nd Stage irbine Nozzle (185 Fngine)
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rupture are positive identification of an engine that had been

running in an over temperature condition for at least several

seconds. Over temperature can result from an engine stall. See

Figures 57 and 58. An engine stall will not necessarily burn off

blades, and the absence of this type of failure does not rule out

the possibility of a stall.

Turbine blades that exhibit cracks on their leading edge, indi-

cate that the engine may have been running at a higher than normal

temperature, which reduces stall margin, resulting in tendency

for the engine to stall. See Figure 59.

Moderate to severe impact normally results in shearing or

breaking of the turbine blades at their roots. Therefore, shearing

or breaking of the turbine blades at their roots is not indicative of

engine RPM at time of impact. This type failure should not be used to

estimate RPM unless no other means of making the estimate is avail-

able. See Figure 55.

6. VARIABLE EXHAUST NOZZLE.

The area of the variable exhaust nozzle varies with throttle

angle in accordance with a fixed mechanical schedule until such time

as the ECT exceeds the T5 vs RPM reference schedule. When this

happens the nozzle area may be larger than that illustrated in

Figure 60. However, this figure should provide the investigator

with a close approximation of the area for a given throttle angle.

Determination of throttle angle was discussed in Section V. If the

nozzle area is larger than it should be for any given engine cperating

condition, a loss of thrust will result.
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FIGURE 57 - MACROGRAPH OF IST STAGE TURBINE BLADES

THAT FAILED BY STRESS RUPTURE. NOTE THE

NECKINc DOWN OF THE BLADE IN THE AREA

OF THE FAILURE
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To properly interpret variable exhaust nozzle position, the

accident investigator should be familiar with the operation of

the variable exhaust system, and the way that the engine control

system operates to position the nozzle. If the investigator is not

familiar with the system, he can easily misinterpret the meaning

of the nozzle position, and possibly be lead to improper conclusions re-

garding the accident. Methods of determining VEN area may be found

in Section VII.

7. OPERATING PARAMETERS

The preceding chapters were devoted to means of determining such

important parameters as RPM, fuel flow, exhaust gas temperature and

variable exhaust nozzle area. It should be re-emphasized that all

possible means of determining a parameter should be used. By cross

checking the results, the most accurate determination can be establish-

ed. It may be found that the easiest method might give erroneous

results.

Having established two of the following parameters RPM, MACH

number, fuel flow, or thrust, the other parameters can be determined

through the use of Figures 61 through 68. It should be noted that

the figures are drawn for both the -15 and -17 engines under sea level

and 5000 foot altitudes. Interpolations of the figures must be made

to more closely approximate the conditions at time of impact.

If it is found that the 3 "D" cam- .f the main fuel control or

the torque booster snow that a high throttle setting had been established

but the fuel flow was low, it is a defirite indication that the engine

was flamed out.
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Figure 61 -J79-15 Fuel Flow for various RPMs and Mach Numbers
(Sea Level)
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F-igure 64 - J79-15 Fuel Flow at Various Thrust Settings and Mach Numbers (5000 Feet)
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Figure 65 - J79-17 Fuel Flow at Various RPMs and Mach Numbers (Sea Level)
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Figure 67 - J79-17 Fuel Flow at Various RPMP and Mach Numbers (5000 Feet)
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INTRODUCTTON TO APPEN)I (TS

The following Appendices are provided to assist the propulsion

0c.Cidertt invCstigator to accomplish his assigned task in an orderly and

systematic manner. Appendix A provides a listing of information to be

obLained at the preliminary meeting.

Appendix B, 1, a listing of things to do and items to be checked

at the crash site. Some of the Information listed in Appendices A and B

may not be obtainable. However, it is suggested that as much of the

informatlon as possible be recorded. It is also suggested that these

two appendices be locally reproduced for the accident investigator's

usse.

Appendix C lists the items to be checked during disassembly in the

vngine shop. The condition of the various parts should be described in

notes and photographs should be taken as appropriate.

Often metallic objects are found in the lubrication system. Apnendix

1) is provided to help determine the origin of the object.

AnreTndx E is a listing of miscellaneous aircraft and engine infor-

mation thalt will be beneficial to the accident Investigator in conducting

hi.s Investigation and in writing his report of hLis' findings.
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APPENDIX A

INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED AT PRELIMINARY MEETING

A . Aircraft Serial Number

13. Engine's Serial Number LH RH

C, Pilot's name and rank.

D. Pilot's flying experience

E. Altitude, attitude and speed of aircraft when problem was first

encountered

F. Length of flight

G. What were the engine's instrumentation readings?

L11 RH1

(1) EGT

(2) RPM

(3) NPI

(4) Oil Pressure

(5) Fuel Flow

H Were any warning lights ilLuminated

I ' What was the extent of the crash fire

What was the weather conditions

(1) Temperature

(2) Wind Velocity__

(3) Freezing level

(4) Visibility

(5) rurbulence

(6) Dew Point

(7) Wind Direction

K * What was the type of mission

L * Were there radio transmissions Indicating a difficulty being

encountered

4 What was the power setting

X Were there throttle movement

Are engine records available

P. Review the records for the following:

LH RH

Engine's serial number
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LH RH

ABC serial number and part number

ABP serial number and part number

MFC serial number and part number

MFP serial number and part number

T5 Amplifier serial number and part number

Engine EGT

Engine Time 7ince P.E.

Engine Time since O/H

Recent Maintenance

Outstanding TCTO's

R. Are last test cell run sheets available

S. What is the base maintenance capability_

T. Have fuel and oil samples been taken

tl. Are plastic bags and tags available for exhibits
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APPENDIX B

THINGS TO DO AND ITEMS TO BE CHECKED AT THE CRASH SITE

Assist in making a chart or diagram of where parts are found at crash

site. Identify parts and record serial numbers. All components and

parts should be found if at all possible.

A. Record the throttle Settings. LH RH_

B. Are the engines aligned with the intake ducts. LH RH

C. Are there any indications of mounting failures. LH RH

D. Record the variable exhaust nozzle positions LH RH

E, Is there any foreign material in the afterburner LH RH

F. Record the distance from the variable stator actuator body to

the retract stop LH ____RH

G Are the throttle linkages connected. LH RH

H Record the variable stator positions (VPI). LH RH

I Record the variable vane feedback linkage extension with respect to

swivel assembly. LH RH

.J Record the exhaust nozzle diameter LH RH

K Record distance from actuator body to the stops. LH RH

I Is there evidence of failure in the fuel or oil lines. LH

RH

N Are thero indications of fire. LH RH_

N Record the A8 feed back mechanism position LH RH

o Obtain fuel and oil samples. A minimum of 1 gallon of jet fuel and a

quart of lubrication oil is desirable. If lesser amounts are all that

are obtainable, they should be eALracted for analysis.

P The fuel and oil filters should be removed and placed in a clean container

for future analysis.

0 Check the filaments of the panel lights to determine whether they were

burning at the time of the crash. (If filaments were hot they would be

stretched. If the filaments were cold, they would be shattered.)
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R. Record the following instrumentation readings and switch positions

in the cockpit.

A. RPM. LH _RH

B. EGT. LHI __RH _

C. NPT. LH RH

D. Oil Pressure. LH RH

F. Fuel quantity

F. Fuel Flow. lH R__

G. Anti-Icing switch pesitions. LH RH

H. Circuit breaker positions

T. Boost pump switches positions

NOTE: While it is recommended that the engine instrument gage readings

be observed and recorded, their indications should not be used to

determine operating conditions of the engine at time of impact. The

mechanical construction of the gages is such that their indicators

could deflect in either direction upon impact of the aircraft. Therefore,

their indications should be used to verify the engine's operating conditions

as determined by other means outlined in this manual. Often the gage

reading at time of impact can be determined by the use of an ultraviolet

light examination of the gage's face and/or its glass.
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APPENDIX G,

ITEMS TO PE CHECKED DURTNG DrqASSEiBIY TN 7WE ENGINE SHOP

A. General

1. i-,pect engines for broken mounts for the accessories which

might indicate high vibration.

2. Conduct a complete rigging check,

3. Record the variable vane positions.

4. Inspect the ist stage compressor blades for evidence of contarting

the inlet gulde vanes.

5. Inspect the Inlet guide vanes for missing vanms.

6. Inspect the condition of the master rod.

7. Inspect the bullet nose for general condition.

8. Inspect for engine case penetration or burn through.

B. Front Frame

1. Inspect the condition of the number one bearing.

2. Inspect the condition of the number one bearing scavenge tube.

3. Inspect the condition of the number one bearing oil supply tube.

4. Inspect the number one bearing cavity for evidence of oil.

5. Inspect the front frame for general condition and security.

6. Inspect the lubrication nozzles for clogging.

C. Compressor

1. Record the position of the variable vanes.

2. Inspect compressor section for evidence of foreigi, object damage.

3, Inspect the condition of the compressor rotor.

4. Inspect the stator vanes for possible backward installation.

5. Inspect the condition of the stator vanes.

6. Inspect the stator vanes for evidence of rotation within the

compressor case.

7. Record amount and kine of foreign material In the compressor.

8. Inspect the number one bearing area for oil leaks.

9. Inspect the compressor rotor for evidence of shifting.

10. Inspect compressor blades and case for evidence of rubbing.

11. Inspect general condition of compressor casing.

12. Have the compressor casing checked for runout.

13. Inspect the condition of the compressor rotor shaft.
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D. Combustor

1. Inspect for evidence of hot spots or streaks.

2. Inspect for missing pieces from the combustors.

3. Inspect for overall condition of the combustors.

4. Record amount and type debris in the combustors.

5. Inspect the combustors for evidence of fusion and metal spray.

6. Inspect the combustors for proper assembly.

7. Inspect the fuel nozzles for broken and missing pieces.

8. Flow check the fuel nozzles.

E. Mainframe.

1. Inspect the 17th stage poppet valve.

2. Inspect the condition of the 17th stage air seal.

3. Inspect the struts for cracks or breaks.!

4. Inspect the general condition of the mainframe.

5. Inspect the number two bearing for failure.

6. Inspect the number two bearing lubrication.

7. Inspect the number two bearing lube nozzle for clogging.

8. Inspect the condition of the 17th stage exist guide vanes.

F. Turbine Section.

1. Inspect for evidence of hct, streaks.

2. Record amount and type of debris in the cooling air passages.

3. Inspect for evidence of overheating.

4. Inspect for evidence of foreign object damage.

5. Inspect the number three bearing for failure.

6. Inspect the lubrication ncrzles for clogging.

7. Inspect for oil leakage around the number three bearing.

8. Inspect the turbine blades for evidence of rub.

9. Record the amount and type of debris in the turbine.

10. Inspect the turbines for evidence of metal fusion or metal spray.

11. Inspect the overall condition of the turbine casing.

12. Inspect the interstage seals for general condition.

13. Inspect the torque ring for general condition.

14. Inspect the condition of the turbine nozzles.
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G. Afterburner Section.

1. Inspect for evidence of hot spots or streaks.

2. Inspect the overall condition of the A/B liner.

3. Inspect the condition of the A/B Housing.

4. Inspect for evidence of fusion or metal spray in the A/B.

H. Variable Exhaust Nozzle.

1. Inspect the overall condition of the nozzle housing.

2. Determine the variable exhaust nozzle area by the following

methods: (See Appendix i).

a. Actuators.

b. Measured.

c. A8 feed back cable.

d. Nossl(, position transmitter.

3. Check the actuators for binding.

4. Inspect the overall condition of the nozzle actuator ring.

5. Inspect the condition of the VEN leaves.

6. Inspect the VEN for evidence of fusion or metal spray.

7. Inspect the condition of the VEN rollers.

I. Diffuser Section.

1. Inspect the general condition of the diffuser section.

2. Bench test the pilot and main spraybars for correct flow rates.

3. Inspect the condition of the flameholder.

4. Inspect the evidence of fusion or metal spray.

5. Check the A/B igniter on the bench.

6. Check the A .4 igniter for proper immersion depth.

J. Accessories

1. Gear Boxes.

A. Inspect the general condition of gear boxes (front, transfer and

rear.).

B. Inspect the condition of splines (both male and female).

3. CSD

2. MFP

3. ABP

4. Hydraulic Pumps,

5. High speed generator.
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6. Starter

7. Tach generator.

8. Control alternator.

9. MFC

10. Main lube pump.

11. 'lozzlz act,,ator pump.

12. Scavenge pump.

C. Determine If the spline drives will rotate by applying torque

to the radial drive shaft.

D. Inspect for evidence of lubrication leaks.

NOTE; See Figures D-l, D-2, and D-,3 for diagrams of the various pads and RPMs.

V. Main Fuel Control

1. Inspect the control's general condition.

2. Inspect the condition of the mating fuel control gear.

3. Check for evidence of external leakage.

4. Check throttle to determine if shaft is sheared.

5. Record the throttle setting.

6. Record the fuel density settings.

7. Inspect the condition of the T2 aspirator tube.

L. Main fuel Pump.

1. Inspect for evidence of improper assembly or leakage between aircraft

and engine inlet fuel manifold and the main pump.

2. Inspect the impeller shaft to see if it had sheared.

3. Inspect for evidence of sheared metal in the impeller housing.

4. Inspect the main pump for proper assembly.

5. Record the pump's break away torque.

6. Check to determine whether the impeller turns when drive shaft is

turned.

7. Check condition of fuel filter and retain any foreign objects.

H. Afterburner Fuel Control

1. Inspect the control's general condition.

2. Record the throttle setting.

3. Inspect for evidence of extqrnal fuel leakage.

4. Inspect for evidence of water in the control.

5. Record the fuel density settings.
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6. Inspect to determine if the P3 lines to main and A/B controls
re in tact.

N. Afterburner Pump.

1. Inspect the condition of the afterburner pump male splines

and mating internal female spline.

2. Check the ABP drive shaft to determine if it turns freely.

3. Inspect the condition of the "0" rings between the ABP and ABC.

O..Lubrication Pump and Tank.

1. Determine whether the drivp shaft for the pump is free to rotate.

2. Determine whehter the pendulum In the tank is free to rotate.

3. Determine whether there is evidence that the pendulum contacted

the tank,

4. Determine whether the pump operates correctly.

5. Inspect the lube tank for evidence of bulging.

P. Lubrication Cooler.

1. Inspect the general condition of the cooler.

2. Determine whehter there is evidence of fuel oil contamination.

Q. Oil Pressure Transmitter.

1. Determine whether the transmitter operates correctly.

R. Electrical

1. Inspect the general condition of the alternator tachometer

generator.

2. Inspect the condition of the connectors and pins.

3. Determine whether the drive shaft of the tach generator is

free to rotate.

4. Subject the alternator tachometer generator to a functional

bench test.

S. T5 Amplifier.

1. Inspect the general condition of the T5 amplifier.

2. Inspect the condition of the T5 amplifier mountings.

3. Inspect the condition of the connectors and pins.

4. Subject the T5 amplifier to the system functional test.

5. Subject the T5 amplifier to the T5 bench test.

T. Anti-Icing Valve.

1. Inspect the general condition of the anti-iclng valve.
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2. Subject the valve to the operational bench test.

3. Inspect the condition of the electrical connections.

U. Ignition Exciters

1. Inspect the general condition of the ignition exciters.

2. Subject the ignition exciter to a functional bench test.

V. Ignition Igniters and Leads.

1. Inspect the general condition of the ignition igniters and leads.

2. Subject the ignition igniters and leads to a functional bench test.

3. Check the immersion of the igniter.

W. Junction Box and Harness Assembly.

1. Inspect the general condition of the pnction box and harness

assembly.

2. Subject the Junction box and harness assembly to a functional

bench test.

X. Exhaust Gas Thermocouples and Leads.

1. Inspect the general condition of the exhaust gas thermocouples

and leads.

2. Subject the parts to a functional check prior to removal from

the engine.

3. Subject the parts to a functional bench check in accordance

with applicable T.O.s.

Y. Nozzle Position Transmitter

1. Inspect the general condition of this part.

2. Subject the unit to the functional bench test.

Z. Inlet Guide Vane Actuators (Fuel System).

1. Inspect the general condition of this part.

2. Subject this part to a functional bench test.

3. Determine the IGV Position as determined by internal impact

marks.

AA. Drain Valves.

1. Inspect the general condition of the pressurizing and drain

valves and A/B drain valves.

BB. Fuel Flow Transmitter

1. Inspect this part for general condition.

2. Subject this part to a functional bench test.
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3. Inspect the condition of mating surfaces between the transmitter

and mounting brackets.

CC. T2 Sensor.

1. Inspect the general condition of this part.

2. Subject this unit to a functional test.

DD. Variable Exhaust Nozzle Actuators.

1. Inspect the general condition of these parts.

2. Subject the actuators to a functional bench test.
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APPENDIX D
MI;ALU CO POiIIIoNOF i:NGINK'0 OL WI;*ITED COMI'ONENT'S

Ut

.0

dte N0 ri U ) r 1-4 Zd

1,Constanit Speed 1)rivv X M M M

C'onpoilel( Up~-.ti '-ml of Tj',i1),fo

Gem. boxJ 61cavviwlc Pump hilct Scrcen

2. Front Cjv-trbox

I roiu1 and Ti dnsfcr Gemi box Beakring~s x N1 X NI X

Gearbox C'.ituils M M

Gears., Sha fts, Sprincs. NI X X

3. No. I1I3ctrml bSump Area

No. 1 Blearing Cajrcs x X X X

No. I BearFing~ 11o11cr2S dd Raceso Ni X x

No. I 13earhig Scal Ra.ce X M x

Carbon Spal Runiners M X x

Bvar iii. flous~i~igs M x

4. tHorilontaI Shaft Support

Duarin o U im I

lBear iligp X XN mX

Shaifts .and sjduim" x x

5. Aftca burner Fuel I'ii ip

(GCe.ti :uid Ici ring) NI X

Compollneit."1j- I vip I II (ifi ItI v 1 I,i.I l Iji\

scavoilget I'uilipI Inlet scicten

(;:al 11 11A. , lt, -:.1 X NI X NI x

Guma hpo, ('m. itm. iN
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METALLIC COMPOSITION OF ENGINE O1L WETT-ED COMPONENTS (Cont.)

u u.

NI X

ScarseShges Sunpines creen

8, No. 3 Bearbir ge Sump A

No. 3 Decaring Cages X X M x

No. 2 13earirig TRollers and Caces M NI X

BrNo. 3 Beairin Sea Rae IX

Carbon Seal Runners NI X X

Components Upstreami of No.in Luetr

Savnge Pidzump IniletSree

8.9o.Mai LBe arng Skyd reaulcP

(G.3 eargRolr and Cages riM X NI Nx

Co. pnearntg I~Seal Race if Me x'nc

1C.arbon4% S;eal boxScivnir 1 PuM X N NIX

B1 earingv llou.Ar M vneluipXN NiX

92. Main 3ub andi jog Sc~iven PumpXNi Ix

13. a V.randDearing.I P1) xI X NI XM x

14. v (Pi~lu le N o' Nl , 2' uiti uI X Xoi NoX
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METALLIC COm POSITION OF ENGINE OIL WETTED) COMIONENTS (Cont.)

bb

SU4: ' .. U .0 .
to E

Item No. - U U 'A

15. Iie.ir Gearbox

Gearbox Bearings X M X M X

Gearbox Castings M

Gearb)ox Dearing Housing M X

Gears, Shafts. and Splines M X X

hi1 MKip" Elements Present
X Minor Elements Present
* jOnaV ealgilies which have -IP, IM cr -IN model pumps with silver plated pistons

The above hitircs do not represent all the elements in each component; however, they do represent the
s.njiic,kiit elements of those components which ,are expected to wear.
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APPENDIX E

MIqCELLANFOUS AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE INFORMATION.

This appendix was prepared to provide the propulsion accident

investigator with a ready reference to information that could be

useful when he writes his report. Listed below is a tabulation of

the information provided:

F-l Upper External Access Openings ,or F-4C/D Aircraft

E-2 Lower External Ac-esq Openings for F-4C/D Aircraft

E-3 Upper External Access Open.ngs for F-4E Aircraft (After

Leading Edge Slats)

F-4 Lower External Access Openings for F-4E Aircraft (After
E-4E Leading Edge Slats)

E'-5 xt-ernal Access npenings for F-4E Aircraft (Before Leading

Edge Slats)

E'-6 npper External Access Openings for RF-4C Aircraft

E'-7 Tower External Access Openings for RF-4C Aircraft

F'-8 Station Diagram F-4C and F-4D Aircraft.

F-9 Station Diagram RF-4C and F-4E Aircraft.

E'-lO Center Fuselage Structure.

E' I1 Aft Fuselage

F--I? Rf--4E Interior Arrangement.

F". 13 Engine Controls

F'- 14 Engine Bleed ;ir and B.L.C. System

V' 1g Portion of F'gine Bleed Air System Pressurized for All

Flight Conditions

F-16 Wire Bundle Splices and Disconnects

F x17 F-4C Fuel System

F -18 F-4iU/QF--4(C Fuel Svystem

F -19 F-40 Fuel System

F -20 Front Ceatbox Casing and Shaft Gear (.779-15/-17

F -21 Tratsfe• ;earbox 079-15/17)

F -2? Rear Cearhom (.179-15/-17
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43L 60 61

1S J 621 4

38LL
21 L /121L

45 107$

132 = 2 li 

C)

52L

1101 101 419L1 / lB 2 ~ I

4 1181.
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2 13 
-3 10 5

,74L4, 76 72C3 4"
1293. 75. 136 340 M2,~

2•1

i s7

*F.,4C 4,4-763, 64-767, 44-790, AND 64-615, AND F-AC 62-7,407 T336U 6r4-7110 6,,
64.790 TlN6IJ 64-7'6, 614-7l, 64-763 T4ItU 64-1114, AND 64-1!6 TH1U 64-9'26. •'
A1SO0F-4044-629 T3,2-U 19 . .

F-,4:,130341IDE ON4,Y, 37

F.-40 62-65 AND 65-a AND F-40 64-92'9 THOU/6u,566 65-6i, 65-63,, 
-"'*'"

AND 626)1146il HI 66-.6696,

E-2 Lo~ier £xternal Access Openings for F-4C/D Aircraft
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E-5 External Access Openings for F-4E Aircraft (Before Leading-148- Edge Slate)
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DOOR SIOCQ 1ROARD L.E. FLAP

~'~-.--.-DOOR 1251.

DOOR ISL

Ec-16 WIRE BUNDLE SPLICES AND DISC'NNEOffS



DOCV 81 L -I ' """-"" "

i • .-- FIRE DE TECTOR DISCONNECTS o- -
I ADDITION INFORMATION MAY•BE FOUVK IN T.O.

IF-AC-2-23 WIRING DIGRAMS AND?1 0. 1F-4C4441
" ', ]I/ o•'"" -- '"" ~ ~~~~~~~~~W:R;NG REPAIR 'OR F-4 AIRCRAFT AND T.O, If ,."1-C22 IIGDGLM N .1-4 - 4"

S/I, 4 IRIC-2-73 WIING DIGRAMS AND T 0. IF.4 (RIC-
2-24 WIRING, REPAIR FOR RF-4 AIRCRAFT.

2 AKE ALl ELECTRICAL DISCONNECTS IN siPLIE"--1 AREAS CR AT DISCONNECTS AS SHOVN,• -'CF-18 I• 1~~~~NSTALLED ON " -TZA D$S Q N.
11DOOR IL - 372AD USQET0004 OIL J INSTALLED ON RF-4 AIRCRAFT ONLY.

• .. ~ . -\ 5 INSTALLED ON F-4 AIRCRAFT ONLY"D INSTALLED ON F-4 62-12199 THRU 61.7420< -, INSTALLED ON F-4 63-7527 AND SUISEOUENT ANDI--" • -. ' ' RF-A 63-7750 AND SUBSEQUENT.

CF-3
INERNAL DOOR
ON ENGINE SHII• J137

-ENGINE DISONNECTS

\. '.." -- c,.-- ...

CF-23

DOOR 47L

WHEEL WELL SWITCH PANIE0
T ERMINALS AND RECEPTACLES ON INSO WlE

SEE DEAL" SIT1 L. WING IN TIRMEDIAT I ANK
E DE'rAIL V. SHEET IS • , FUEL QUANTITY UNIT

FOR f-4 03-7527 AND SUBSEQUENT DOOR 75L
ANC RI -4 63-7750 AND SUBSEQUENT

- LW.? - LW-A LW.? /"ACCESS FLATE IN DOOR 75L DOORt 000 M, /
INSOAPD LJ. FLAP

E(TS NOTE: Vor V-4C. vor F-47
see TO 1F-4E-2-23).
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39

-A-

33 34

DETAIL A 36

4 14

INWX
NO.

SYR
AC(
NU,
TEA
VAL

N Ul

a NJ,

'A

Lj'

Hy-
fuf
ftw

I'lul
TEA

V A I
N U0
ALL

NO
LIL

HY,

T EA

31 30 NO
ALL

NUO

NW

VAL

40 21 1 28 27 H 
DIcA

6-

F-17 F-4C FUEL SYSTEM



INDEX ACCI S"
NO. NOMENCLATURE DOOR OR

____________________ LOCA TI ON
-~17 LIF. FUEL BOOST PUMP ell,

,TRAN9,pATTER 
I19. RIGHT FU!L BOOST PUMP RL

TkANSM IT TI
19. IFXTI NAL CENTER LINI 

7
4L

TANK FUfL DISCONNECT.
20. EXTERNAL WING TANK

SHUT-OfF VALVE.
RIGHT II
LEFT 1011,

21 EXTIRNAL WING TANK
FUEL DISCOFNNECT.

RIGHT I
LE F T 

I

22. IN; 'RNL WING TANK DUMP

MA ST
23. INTE RNAL WING FUEL DUMP

SHUT -OFF VALVE
LEFFT ;OIL
RIGHT 1014

24. INTERNAL WING FUEL
OUTLET OELLMOUTH.

LEFT L INTERNAL
WING

RIGHT R. INTERNA

25. INTERNAL WING TANK WN

TRANSFER.LOW~ LEVEL
SHUT-OFF VALVE I OUTBOARD).,

LEtFT IOIL
RIGHT DIOR

26. INTERNAL WING TANK
TRANSFER-LOW LEVEL
SHUT-OFF VALVE
(IN BOA RD .

LEFT 73L, At
RIGHT 730, 748

27, LIFT EXTERNAL WING TANK 74L
FUEL FLOW TRANSMITTER,

28. RIGHT EXTERNAL WING 74A

Q±) TANK FUEL FLOW TRANS-
- 29. IF"'EENAL WING TANK IE.

ACCESS F UELING LEVEL CONTROL
INDEX NOMENCLATURE DOOR OR VALVE.
NO. LOCATIONLIT2

LIGHT 22
I . FURL OUANTiTY UNIT, REFER 30. GLHOOT PMS

TO T 0 IFýAC.2.II, IN- LFULOOT PMS 22
STRUMENT SYSTEMS FOR LEFHT 22ACCESS D00R LOCATION. RIGBOOT PUPSP 22

2. NUMRER I CELL REFUELING if CHECK VALE.I,
VRALVER EE OTO 32., NUMBER I CELL FURL TRANS- NO I CELL

VALVEPER LEVEL CONTROL PILOT
3. NUMBER I CELL TRANSFER 19 VALVE

LiVil CONTR0l. VALI 33VRUNiULNGAATE. 21
1. NUMBER 2 0E1. TRANSFER 34 3 GROFUNDFELING SHTF ADAPTE. 282

LEVEL CONTROL VALVE, 35, REFUELING SHUTOFF VALVE. 22
III AIR#('(LIG RCEPACL 3436. FUEL ROOST PUMP CHECK

8 Al' RtF&IEL'N3 RECEPTACLE 34 VALVES.
CHECK VALVE LEFT 22
E LICiRICALLy DRIVEN FUEL 135 RIGHT 237. ENGINE MANIFOLD SHUT- 2
IR1AISFRR PUMP PRESSURE OFVLE
SWITECHLET2

1 HYDRAULICALLY DRIVEN 14 LEFHT
VAlL TASEPUP3R. ENGINE MANIFOLD FUEL- 22
Pk'SSURt SWITCH (NUM1EE HYDRAULIC RADIATOR,
4 CR111 LEFT 22

9. FiumBliR 5 CEL REFiELING 49 RIGHT 22
TRANSFER LEVEL CONTROL 39, EXTERNAL CENTERINE 22VAIlVE, TANK FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE.

10 NM~t CLLELCTI"- 740, EXTERNAL CENTERLINE TANK 22
ALLY DRIVEN TIIAN'JfER FUEL FLI,, TRANSMITTER.
PUMP

111. NUM11ER6CEI , 4YDtAU- 49
LICALLY DRIVEN TRLANSFER
ýUmF 2

12. HYDRAULICALLY DRIVEN 49 2
TRANSFER PUMP PRESSURE
SWAITCH - NUMRER 8 CELL.

13. NUMBER 4 CELL ELECTRIC- 49
ALLY DRI VEN TRANIFER
Pump

14, NUMBER 4CELL R4YDRAU- 49
LICALLY DRIVEN TRANSFER
Pump.

is NUMRRR 3 CELL REFUELING 34 2
- TRANSFERA LEVEL CONTROL

VALVE.
1, LEFT AND RIGHT ENGINE 6111 AND A 2DISCONNECTS. 

2 41M5-47
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I

INDEX N AACCESS DOOR
NC. VALVE NO NL•T ,OR LOCATION,

2 FLOUANT'O,, UN\ L'. REFE-TO/"O E---2 /l L .. f '\W ',•! I,I NUMBER ON. C!LL TRANSFER LEVEE. CONTROL NOICR.f,

NSTQUM(NlJ SYSTEMS FOR ACCESS DOOR OR
I OCATION.

3. Ng.EFR rv.O0 CELL TRANSFER LEVEL CONTROL 3A .~

VAL"VS
4 AIR ROFJELiNG OECEPTACLE. 34
5. A' RTFLEL NG RECEPTACLE CHECK VALVE. 34
6. N•MBER TH1REE ILCELL RfFLING AND TRANSFER 3A

LEVEL CONIRCL VALVE

•.s, ',T DETAIL. A 32• ..
7. ELEC;AUICALLY DRIVEN FUEL TRANSFER PUMP 135 04

P•i Lq SV •LRf••1TC H N 

3 3 
OR [L

H0 HYAULCAL'Y rUQIVfN FUEL TRA&NSFER PUJMP 48 D TIPQ S LR SW'TCH, NUMBER FOUR CELL.
P.NLhlPT

0  
y E CELL REFUELING AND TRANSFER 40 38

81. H M•'D RAU CL LE CTICALLY DJRIVEN FUEL TRA SFE PU P 
.LEV.EL CONTROL ',ALVEL

10 HYD.RAULCALLY DOIVEN FUEL TRANSFER PUMP 48 It 11 3 4FE ESwiTCH. NUMBER SIX CELL. I(%
11 NUM8(N FOUR CELL ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FUEL 57 33 0

TRANSFER PUMP
12. NUMB'R SIX CrLL HYDRAULICALLY DRIVEN FUEL 48 .36 6

TRANSFEIR PUMP.
13 NUM5EE FOUR CELL ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FUEL 48 9S

14, NUMBI4 FOUR CELL HYDRAULICALLY DRVEN FUEL 48
T RAN :F IR FUME'.

15 LEFT .ND RIGHT ENGINE DISCONNECTS. OIL AND It

16. LEFT 8005' PUMP PRESSURE YRANSMITTER, 8EL
17. RiGHT BOOST PUMP PRESSURE TRANSMITTER., EEL
18, EXERNAL CENTERLINE TANK FUEL DISCONNECT. 74L
19. LEFT FXTERNAL , 'IG TANK FUEL FLOW TRANS- * 74L

MITTER,
20. "GHT EXTERNAL I NG 'ANK FL:L FLOW TRANS- 744 2

WITTER

344

28

27I 

F

39SEE DETAIL A 3r1

F;-18 F-4D/RF-4C PFUL SYSTEM



32

33

INO. OENLTR ACC'SS 0004 INDEX( NOMENCL.ATURE * **

INOE OECLT4 O1 OCATION NO.

2.INTERNAL WING TANK TRANSFER.LOW LEVEL 26. INTflCONNECTO4 CHECK VALVE: CE~l. ONE - ,0. I CII'
SHUTOFF VALVE. JINIOARD) CELL TW#O

LEFTL, 74L 29. NUARIER ONt CELL REFUELING TRANWER 0O. 1 CIL%

6101 G 7311, 744 LEVEL CONTROL VALVE,
22, INTERNAL WING TANK TtANSFit-LOW LEVEL 30. FUEL MOOST PUMPS

SHUTcFF VALVE. (GOjESOARD) LEFT
LEFT tOIL RIGHT 1
RIC IT 1012 31., lOOST PUMP SYPASS CHECK VALVE..

23. EYTtRNAL W'NO TANK FUEL SI4UTOFF VALVE. 32, EXTERNAL CINTETINE TANK FUEL FLOWT TRANS. .
'/LEFT lOIL. MEfTER.

K, GHT lIS ol43. EXT CIENTERLINE TANK FUEL SHUTOPF VALVE, 1)
24 XENLWN AKFUEL. DISCONNECT., 34. ENGNE MANIFOLD FUEL.HY~t.AULIC IADOAYOR.

LEFT IOIll LEFT

25. INTERNAL w NG TANK tOWAP SHUYOFF VALVE. 35. lOOST PUMP CHECK VALVES:
LEFT ICIL LEFT
RS IGHT 1014 RIGHT

24. INTERNAL WING TANK FUEL OUTLET 1EILLMORJTH. 36. 1 NE M.ANIFOL.D S04(1106 VALVE'
LEFT L. INT WING LEFT
RIG.HT 6. INT WING RIGHT :J

27, INTERINAL WING TANK RFFUELINO LEVEL CON- 37. DMFULING SH~UTOFF VALVE. 2)

TROL VALVE. 36. REFUELING SHUTOFF VALVE. J)

LEFT 22 39. GROUJND FUELING ADAFTET.

.L SYSTEM



14

42

22

22
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14. NO. 7 CELL TRA
15. NO. 6 CELL ELE
16. NO. 6 CELL HYI

2 217. INTERCONNECi
1 (18. INTERCONNECI

19. NO. 4 CELL ELE
20. NO. 4CELLHYI

12 21. INTERCONNECT
22. LEFT AND RIGH'
23. LEFT BOOST PU/
24. RIGHT BOOST Pt
25. EXTERNAL CENT
26. INTERNAL WIN(

TRANSFER LOW

LEFT
RIGHT

27. EXTERNAL WINC
LEFT
"RIGHT

28. EXTERNAL WINC
LEFT
RIGHT

29. INTERNAL WINC
LEFT

16 RIGHT
30. INTERNAL WINC

17 LEFT

INDEX NOMECLAUREREFERENCE DOOR OR RIGHT

NO. NOMENCLATURE DESIGNATION LOCATION 31. INTERNAL WINC
I ,eLOW LEVEL SHU"

I. NO. 1 CELL REFUELING TRANSFER LEVEL CONTROL BL436 128R LEFT
VALVE. RGHT

2. FUEL QUANTITY UNIT. REFER TO T.O. IF-4E-2- 11. 32. LEFT EXTERNAL
INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS FOR ACCESS DOOR OR TRANSMITTER.
LOCATION. 33. RIGHT EXTERNAL

3. NO. 2 CELL FUEL TRANSFER LEVEL CONTROL VALVE. 8L537 34 TRANSMITTER.,
4. AIR REFUELING RECEPTACLE. 7PA5M16 34 34. NO. 7 CELL COI
"5. REFUELING RECEPTACLE CHECK VALVE. 7VA5M33 34 35. NO. I CELL REFL
6. INTERCONNECTOR CHECK VALVE. 7VA5M24 NO. 2 CELL VALVE.
7. NO. 3 CELL REFUELING TRANS( ER LEVEL CONTROL 7L511 34 36. NO. 1 CELL INTI

VALVE. 37. INTERNAL WING
8. NO. 7 CELL TRANSFER CONTROL PRESSURE 7VA5M36 34 LEFT

REGULATOR AND RELIEF VALVE. RIGHT
"9. ELECTRICAL FUEL TRANSFER PUMP PRESSURE 8S527 135 38. BOOST PUMP BY!

SWITCH, 39. PRESSURE FUELI-
10. HYDRAULIC FUEL TRANSFER PUMP CONTROL VALVE. 8L538 48 40. FUEL BOOST PUN

1, HYDRAULIC FUEL TRANSFER PUMP PRESSURE 85528 48 LEFT
SWITCH, NO. 4 CELL. RIGHT

12. NO. 5 CELL REFUELING TRANSFER LEVEL CONTROL VALVE. 7L510 48 41. CENTERLINE EXT
13. HYDRAULIC FUEL TRANSFER PUMP PRESSURE 8S529 48 42. EXTERNAL CENTI

SWITCH NO. 6 CELL. VALVE.

43. ENGINE MANIF(
LEFT
RIGHT

44, ENGINE FUEL ST
LEFT
RIGHT

21 2 (M)45. BOOST PUMP CH
___________LEFT

_____ _______2____ 
RIGHT

46. DEFUELING SHU'
47. , REFUELING SHUT

F-4E Fuel System (NOTE: F-4 F-4Es through 68-494. For subsequent

-162- F-4Es see TO lF-4E-2-10).



14. NO. 7 CELL TRANSFER SHUTOFF VALVE. 7VA5M40 NO. 7 CELL
15. NO. 6 CELL ELECTRICAL FUEL TRANSFER PUMP. 8B520 57
16. NO. 6 CELL HYDRAULIC FUEL TRANSFER PUMP. 8BA452 48
17. INTERCONNECTOR. NO. 5 CELL
18. INTERCONNECTOR CHECK VALVE. 7VA5M25 NO. 4 CELL
19. NO. 4 CELL ELECTRICAL FUEL TRANSFER PUMP. 8B517 48
20. NO. 4 CELL HYDRAULIC FUEL TRANSFER PUMP. 8BA5MI 48
21. INTERCONNECTOR. NO. 3 CELL
22. LEFT AND RIGHT ENGINE DISCONNECTS. 81L AND R
23. LEFT BOOST PUMP PRESSURE TRANSMITTER. 11TR601 74L
24. RIGHT BOOST PUMP PRESSURE TRANSMITTER. 11TR602 74L
25. EXTERNAL CENTERLINE TANK FUEL DISCONNECT. 7PA5M30 74L
26. INTERNAL WING TANK OUTBOARD FUEL

TRANSFER LOW LEVEL SHUTOFF VALVE:
LEFT 7L918 101L
RIGHT 71815 101R

27. EXTERNAL WING TANK FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE:
LEFT 7B904 1011
RIGHT 7B803 101R

28. EXTERNAL WING TANK FUEL DISCONNECT:
LEFT 7PA9M6 1011
RIGHT 7PA8M5 101R

29. INTERNAL WING TANK FUEL OUTLET BELLMOUTH:
LEFT L INT WING
RIGHT R INT WING

30. INTERNAL WING TANK FUEL DUMP SHUTOFF VALVE:
LEFT 7B908 1011L

RENCE DOOR OR RIGHT 7B809 10IR
NATIONJ LOCATION 31. INTERNAL WING TANK INBOARD FUEL TRANSFERNATIO LO N LOW LEVEL SHUTOFF VALVE:

36 128R LEFT 71.517 73L, 74L
RIGHT 7L516 73R, 74R

32. LEFT EXTERNAL WING TANK FUEL FLOW 10TR603 741.
TRANSMITTER.

33. RIGHT EXTERNAL WING TANK FUEL FLOW 10TR604 74L
37 34 TRANSMITTER.
"5M16 34 34. NO. 7 CELL CONTROL VALVE. 7VA5M39 34
SM33 34 35. NO. I CELL REFUELING TRANSFER LEVEL CONTROL 7L412 128L

M24 NO. 2 CELL VALVE.
11 34 36. NO. 1 CELL INTERCONNECTOR CHECK VALVE. 7VASM23 NO. 1 CELL

37. INTERNAL WING TANK FUEL LEVEL CONTROL VALVE:
M36 34 LEFT 71.513 22

RIGHT 71514 22
27 135 38. BOOST PUMP BYPASS CHECK VALVE. 8VA4M7 22

39. PRESSURE FUELING AND DEFUELING ADAPTER. 7PA4M15 26R
38 48 40. FUEL BOOST PUMPS:
2e 48 LEFT 88419 22

RIGHT 8B418 22
10 48 41. CENTERtIINE EXTERNAL TANK FUEL FLOW TRANSMI'TER IOTR402 22
29 48 42. EXTERNAL CENTERLINE TANK FUEL TRANSFER SHUTOFF 7B406 22

VALVE.
43. ENGINE MANIFOLD FUEL - HYDRAULIC RADiATOR:

LEFT 14CA4M27 22
RIGHT 14CA4M28 22

44. ENGINE FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE:
LEFT 7B402 29
RIGHT 7B401 22

45. BOOST PUMP CHECK VAI VES:
LEFT 8VA4M5 22
RIGHT 8VA4M6 22

46 DEFUELING SHUTOFF VALVE. 7B405 22
47. REFUELING SHUTOFF VALVE. 7B407 22

4F 2 10 (6418



II

t
W0

CONSTANT SPEED DRIVE0

7685 RPM CCW

sop-,

6 II

E-20 FRONT GEARBOX CASING AND SHAFT GCAR (J79-15-AND-17)
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- HYDRAULIC PUMPS
3798 RPM C.W.

/ HIGH SPEED GENERATOR
/ ,7685 RPM C.W.

MAIN CASING IFICONT VIEW)

A/B FUEL PUMP MI ULPM

"•) •• a TACH GENERATORSALTE RNATR/ ",4210 RPM C. W

CONTROL ALTERNATOR

' • •STARTER

7685 RPM CCW

WEAR CASA-I WARV"

E,-21 TRANSFER GEAR BOX (J79-15 -AND -17
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171

MAIN FUEL CONTROL

"SCAVENGE PUMP
NOZZLE CTUATOR 0

PUMP
0M1 VIW * MO CAS04NO MAN VIEW OF MAN CAIG

E-22 REAR GEAR BOX (079-15 AND -17)
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ALTITUDES
10,000 FEET AND BELOW

- SUDDER PEDAL SHAKERA

GEAR AND FLAPS RETRACTEDS22.3 UNITS ANGLE OF ATTACK

ONSET OF NOSE SLICING
GEAR AND FLAPS RETRACTED

I- 26 TO ZO UNITS ANGLE OF ATTACK

RUDDER PEDAL SHAKER
o FULL FLAPS, GEAR DOWN

ww 22.3 UNITS ANGL E OF ATTACK

ONSET OF NOSE SLICINGE ~ 26.t.:• . ., TO 30 UNITS ANGLE OF ATTACK
EFULL FLAPS, GEAR DOWN

SFULL FLAPS, GEAR DOWN
C!A. GROSS WEIGHT - 38,000 LBS

;C. STALL (NOSE SLICE) REFLECTOR LINES
C STALL SPEED= 122-126 KCAS
D. BANK ANGLE = 4S5

I oE. STALL SPEED 143 -150 KCAS

0
0

(1G) : 30'(1 ISG) 450(1,41G) 60'(2G)
* .

* SD:

AIRCRAFT GROSS WEIGHT - 1000 LBS 4c-1-471

E-23 F-4 Stall Characteristics for all Configurations
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